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        NH Pipeline Health Study Group 

         

July 1, 2016 

Via e-mail (governorhassan@nh.gov)    Via e-mail (thomas.burack@des.nh.gov)  

The Honorable Governor Margaret Wood Hassan  Thomas Burack, Commissioner 

Office of the Governor     Department of Environmental Services 

State House       29 Hazen Drive; P.O. Box 95 

107 North Main Street     Concord, NH 03302-0095 

Concord, NH 03301 

 

 RE:  Rules Governing the Control of Air Pollution (Env-A 100-4800) - PETITION 

           

Dear Governor Hassan and Commissioner Burack: 

 

We write as a formal petition to Commissioner Burack, pursuant to R.S.A. 541-A:4 to amend 

and/or adopt rules under Env-A 1400, the Department of Environmental Services (“DES”) Rules 

governing Regulated Toxic Air Pollutants (“RTAPs” or, singularly, “RTAP”), in certain respects 

identified below.  We request that some of these changes be adopted as emergency rules, under 541-

A:18, and otherwise pursuant to Governor Hassan’s health, safety and other emergency powers.  

Pursuant to said powers, we also request that Governor Hassan order that the rulemaking process of 

R.S.A. 541-A:3 be commenced as soon as possible, in less than the five month period statutorily 

provided for the normal commencement of the same,
1
 for public hearing(s) and comment, and final 

approval of the proposed and perhaps additional rule changes under Env-A 1400.  Our requests are 

grounded in (1) the immediate need for rule changes to provide standards that will promote human 

health protection, see Env-A 1412.04 ; and (2) the “imminent peril to the public health or safety” 

and/or “substantial fiscal harm to the state or its citizens,” see R.S.A. 541-A:18, I, presented by the 

normal timeframe for commencing the rulemaking process.   

 

In essence, we are writing to request your help in expediting a remedial response to a grave 

concern. 

 

While the Northeast Energy Direct (“NED”) high- pressure natural gas pipeline project 

application has been withdrawn from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”), this does 

not preclude NED V2.0, in some “other” configuration, at any time.  Moreover, there are a number of 

other such pipeline projects in the works for the Northeast, see Northeast gas pipeline projects, one or 

more of which may result in more pipeline infrastructure in New Hampshire, by reconfiguration or 

extension of the project(s).  Pending Public Utilities Commission (“PUC”) Docket No. DE 16-241 

could open the door to a rush of new pipeline projects by allowing the electric distribution companies 

(“ECDs”) to become the customers pipeline project owners crave, and by further incentivizing such 

projects by passing their construction costs on to electric ratepayers—in fact, the PUC’s decision could 

bring NED V2.0 virtually as soon as it is handed down, should the PUC force the applicant to re-open 

bidding.(NED was a bidder before).   Under the expedited FERC certification process, pipeline 

project approval often takes less than a year …  But the rulemaking process ordinarily has up to 

five months just to get off the ground.  See Footnote 1, supra.  In addition to the potential for new 

massive pipeline project infrastructure, projects such as the Pelham/Windham/Concord Lateral 

                                                             
1
 See R.S.A. 541-A:4, I (30 days allowed for acting upon the petition, plus 120 more days for 

commencing rulemaking by requesting a fiscal impact statement). 

mailto:governorhassan@nh.gov
mailto:thomas.burack@des.nh.gov
http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html/LV/541-A/541-A-4.htm
http://des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-a1400.pdf
http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html/LV/541-A/541-A-18.htm
http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html/LV/541-A/541-A-18.htm
http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html/LV/541-A/541-A-3.htm
http://des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-a1400.pdf
http://des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-a1400.pdf
http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html/LV/541-A/541-A-18.htm
http://www.northeastgas.org/pipeline_expansion.php
https://www.puc.nh.gov/Regulatory/Docketbk/2016/16-241.html
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expansion/connection, the subject of pending PUC Docket No. DG 15-362, continue to incrementally 

increase gas pipeline infrastructure in our state.  All of which raise health and related cost concerns for 

New Hampshire, the adequacy of protection afforded citizens under current state air quality 

requirements, and the need to adopt emergency rules and expedite the rulemaking process to provide 

the health protective rules we need  as soon as possible.
2
 

 

In this regard, the Env-A 1400 rules governing RTAPs are in need of immediate revision.  For 

example, the exemptions under Env-A 1402.01 and Env-A 1402.02 should be immediately amended 

to confirm their inapplicability to emissions of RTAPs from natural gas derived, in whole or in part, 

from the hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”) process, whether resulting from combustion, venting, 

leaking or otherwise.  The fracking process results in contaminants, including toxic air pollutants, not 

contained in the natural gas used in New Hampshire at the time the rules were adopted.  Indeed, 

twenty-two (22) toxic air pollutants on the Table 1450-1 RTAP List, beginning at page 15 under 

Env-A 1450.01, are known to be associated with hydraulically fractured (“fracked”) gas, either 

as additives or produced by combustion of this gas, 15 being Toxicity Class I RTAPs, the most toxic.  

See discussion and cited studies and other materials below and RTAP List/Fracked Gas Comparison 

immediately following the signatories to this letter.  Since it contains so many toxic components, 

including known carcinogens, fracked gas should not be exempted from New Hampshire’s toxic air 

pollution regulations.  See id.; see also generally “California’s Fracking Fluids:  the Chemical 

Recipe,” by Tasha Stoiber, et. al. ( EWG; August 2015).  

 

For all of the above and reasons to follow, please act to protect the health of New 

Hampshire’s citizens by adopting the following recommended amendments in bold to Env-A 

1402.01 and Env-A 1402.02, on an emergency basis: 

 

 Env-A 1402.01 Statutory Exemptions for Sources and Activities. As specified in 

RSA 125-I:3, III(a) and (b), the following shall be exempt from regulation under RSA 

125-I and these rules:  

 

(a) Normal agricultural operations;  

 

(b) The application of pesticides regulated pursuant to RSA 430:28 through RSA 430:48;  

 

(c) Emissions of RTAPs resulting from mobile sources; and  

 

(d) Emissions of RTAPs resulting from the combustion of virgin petroleum products at 

stationary sources. Virgin petroleum products shall not be considered to include 

natural gas derived, in whole or in part, from the hydraulic fracturing process, 

RTAP emissions resulting from which, by combustion, venting, leaking or any other 

form of release, shall be subject to regulation under RSA 125-I and these rules, with 

emissions of such natural gas from compressor stations subject to hourly baseline 

                                                             
2
 While the DES should obviously disagree should one be raised, there may be an argument that the 

DES is bound by the existing (deficient) rules should emergency rules not be adopted and/or the 

rulemaking process not be completed prior to commencement of proceedings for approval of a new 

pipeline.  See In re Goldman, 151 N.H. 770 (2005)(Court found application of a newly enacted statute 

to an already commenced proceeding to be precluded by state constitutional proscription against 

retrospective laws affecting established substantive rights). 

https://www.puc.nh.gov/Regulatory/Docketbk/2015/15-362.html
http://des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-a1400.pdf
http://des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-a1400.pdf
http://static.ewg.org/reports/2015/california_fracking/california_s_fracking_fluids_the_chemical_recipe_ewg_2015.pdf?_ga=1.136003697.190960037.1463743673
http://static.ewg.org/reports/2015/california_fracking/california_s_fracking_fluids_the_chemical_recipe_ewg_2015.pdf?_ga=1.136003697.190960037.1463743673
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ambient air quality monitoring and data collection and analysis in accordance with 

best practices and the Precautionary Principle, at no less than four sites within at 

least a three-mile radius of the stationary source, with such sites to include the 

location of the stationary source and locations of all public schools within the 

designated radius, for a period of not less than one year before and after initial 

operation of the stationary source, and at least every three months thereafter, to 

ensure compliance with RSA 125-I and these rules and as a condition of the issuance 

of any permitting thereunder. 

 

REASONS SUPPORTING AMENDMENTS:   

 

A. Neither R.S.A. 125-I nor the DES Rules governing Regulated Toxic Air Pollutants define 

"virgin petroleum products," leaving the term impermissibly open to the argument that it 

includes fracked gas, but likewise subject to rule amendment expressing precluding such 

interpretation; 

B. Fracked gas emissions and leaks at compressor stations and otherwise cause established 

adverse health effects not prevented by current standards.
3
  New Hampshire’s air quality 

rules have long set the standard for health and safety, and we should maintain that standard 

and embrace not only best practices, but also the Precautionary Principle for monitoring 

fracked gas emissions at stationary sources, including compressor stations.
4
  Determining 

baseline ambient air concentrations for pollutants of concern and requiring emissions 

testing under available statutory authority will provide reasonable assurances of health and 

environmental protection from these potential emission sources. 

C. The Precautionary Principle is proactive, and the recent Saint-Gobain problems, in 

particular, underscore the wisdom of being proactive in health-related monitoring;  

                                                             
3
 See, e.g., “Gas Compressors and Nose Bleeds:  a New Study Connects Health Issues with Rural Gas 

Compressor Pollution,” by Jessica Owen (Fall 2015)(concerning Minisink, New York study); 

"Potential Hazards of Air Pollutant Emissions from Unconventional Oil and Natural Gas Operations 

on the Respiratory Health of Children and Infants" by Ellen Webb, et. al. (2014; published in Reviews 

on Environmental Health, 2016); “Porter Ranch Gas Leak Triggers State of Emergency in California,” 

January 7, 2016 CNN online news article; “Gas Patch Roulette:  How Shale Gas Development Risks 

Public Health in Pennsylvania,” by Nadia Steinzor, et. al. (October 2012); “Madison County, New 

York Department of Health Comments to the Federal Energy Regulatory Committee,” prepared for 

Madison County Department of Health by Thimble Creek Research (September 30, 2014), pp. 14-28; 

ATSDR/CDC Health Consultation Report (Jan. 29, 2016), p. ii (asthmatics, elderly and others at risk 

from compressor stations); ATSDR/CDC Health Consultation Report (Apr. 22, 2016), pp. ii-iii 

(concerning short and long term adverse health effects of particulates); “Human Health Impacts 

Associated with Chemicals and Pathways of Exposure from the Development of Shale Gas Plays,“ by 

Wilma Subra Subra Company (January 9, 2012).  Among her other qualifications and credentials, 

“Mrs. Subra holds degrees in Microbiology/Chemistry from the University of Southwestern Louisiana. 

She received the MacArthur Fellowship “Genius” Award from the MacArthur Foundation for helping 

ordinary citizens understand, cope with and combat environmental issues in their communities and 

was one of three finalists in the Environmental Category of the 2004 Volvo for Life Award.”  Click 

“Read More” under her biography.  

 
4
 See this link for information concerning the Precautionary Principle. 

 

http://www.utne.com/environment/gas-compressors-and-nose-bleeds-zm0z15fzsau.aspx
http://www.utne.com/environment/gas-compressors-and-nose-bleeds-zm0z15fzsau.aspx
http://bogc.dnrc.mt.gov/Misc/Petition_For_Rulemaking/Petition_Literature_Cited/Webb%20et%20al.%202016.pdf
http://bogc.dnrc.mt.gov/Misc/Petition_For_Rulemaking/Petition_Literature_Cited/Webb%20et%20al.%202016.pdf
http://bogc.dnrc.mt.gov/Misc/Petition_For_Rulemaking/Petition_Literature_Cited/Webb%20et%20al.%202016.pdf
http://www.cnn.com/2016/01/07/us/california-porter-ranch-gas-leak-emergency/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2016/01/07/us/california-porter-ranch-gas-leak-emergency/index.html
https://www.earthworksaction.org/files/publications/Health-Report-Full-FINAL-sm.pdf
https://www.earthworksaction.org/files/publications/Health-Report-Full-FINAL-sm.pdf
http://deruyternygov.us/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/madisoncountyreportfinaldraft100714.pdf
http://deruyternygov.us/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/madisoncountyreportfinaldraft100714.pdf
http://deruyternygov.us/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/madisoncountyreportfinaldraft100714.pdf
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HAC/pha/Brigich_Compressor_Station/Brigich_Compressor_Station_EI_HC_01-29-2016_508.pdf
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HAC/pha/Brigich_Compressor_Station/Brigich_Compressor_Station_EI_HC_01-29-2016_508.pdf
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HAC/pha/BrooklynTownship/BrooklynTwnsp_pm2-5_HC_Final_04-22-2016_508.pdf
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HAC/pha/BrooklynTownship/BrooklynTwnsp_pm2-5_HC_Final_04-22-2016_508.pdf
https://leanweb.org/uncategorized/human-health-impacts-associated-with-chemicals-and-pathways-of-exposure-from-the-development-of-shale-gas-plays/
https://leanweb.org/uncategorized/human-health-impacts-associated-with-chemicals-and-pathways-of-exposure-from-the-development-of-shale-gas-plays/
https://leanweb.org/uncategorized/human-health-impacts-associated-with-chemicals-and-pathways-of-exposure-from-the-development-of-shale-gas-plays/
https://leanweb.org/about-us/staff/
https://leanweb.org/about-us/staff/
http://www.sehn.org/precaution.html
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D. Precautionary, proactive, or just plain reasonable:  monitoring and related analysis should 

be conducted on an hourly basis:   

“Delfino et al (2002) posited that maxima of hourly data, not 24-hour averages, 

better captured the risks to asthmatic children, stating ‘It is expected that biological 

responses may intensify with high peak excursions that overwhelm lung defense 

mechanisms.’  Additionally, they suggest that ‘[o]ne-hour peaks may be more 

influenced by local point sources near the monitoring station that are not 

representative of regional exposures …”.   

See “Summary on Compressor Stations and Health Impacts,” by Southwest Pennsylvania 

Environmental Health Project (Feb. 24, 2015), pp. 6-7;
5
  

E. The proposed monitoring requirements are otherwise very reasonable.  At least one-year 

before and after baseline ambient air quality monitoring around stationary sources 

generating fracked gas emissions, including compressor stations, is probably the bare 

minimum needed to accurately gauge the impacts of such emissions, as air quality changes 

throughout the year, and long-term analysis of pre-emission air quality is necessary to 

evaluate post-emission effects.
6
 Given air and pollution gathering variables, data should be 

collected and analyzed at no less than four different monitoring sites, with prudence and 

caution dictating that one be located at every school in an impacted radius.  A monitoring 

radius of at least three miles, but to be determined in accordance with best practices and 

Precautionary Principle approach, is the safest approach to establishing the radius given 

that adverse health impacts have already been clearly identified within a three-mile radius 

of compressor stations,
7
  but may be proven to extend to greater distances with further data 

and greater knowledge in this area.  Likewise, particularly given all of the potential adverse 

health consequences and the still emerging field of knowledge in the area, at least 

quarterly, rather than bi-annual or annual monitoring and data collection and analysis, 

would be in accordance with the Precautionary Principle and best practices; 

F. The proposed monitoring and permitting requirements are in accordance with R.S.A. 125-

I:5, V.    

                                                             
5
 To be clear:  such monitoring and analysis would not require onsite personnel, as current monitoring 

technology allows for programmed data collection on hourly, daily, monthly, yearly and other bases. 

 
6
 “[O]ver the course of a year emissions will vary, often greatly. As phases of construction and 

operation change so will emissions content and concentrations.”  “Summary on Compressor Stations 

and Health Impacts,” by Southwest Pennsylvania Environmental Health Project (Feb. 24, 2015), p.1.  

See also “Madison County, New York Department of Health Comments to the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Committee,” prepared for Madison County Department of Health by Thimble Creek 

Research (September 30, 2014), p. 10 (showing variations in ambient air measurements of five VOCs 

near a compressor station over just a three day period).  
 
7
 See “Southwest Pennsylvania Environmental Health Project”.  See also “Human Health Impacts 

Associated with Chemicals and Pathways of Exposure from the Development of Shale Gas Plays,“ by 

Wilma Subra Subra Company (January 9, 2012) (identifying numerous health issues within two miles 

of compressor stations).   

https://sape2016.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/swpa-ehp-compressor-station-emissions-and-health-impacts-02-24-2015.pdf
https://sape2016.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/swpa-ehp-compressor-station-emissions-and-health-impacts-02-24-2015.pdf
http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html/X/125-I/125-I-5.htm
http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html/X/125-I/125-I-5.htm
https://sape2016.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/swpa-ehp-compressor-station-emissions-and-health-impacts-02-24-2015.pdf
https://sape2016.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/swpa-ehp-compressor-station-emissions-and-health-impacts-02-24-2015.pdf
http://deruyternygov.us/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/madisoncountyreportfinaldraft100714.pdf
http://deruyternygov.us/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/madisoncountyreportfinaldraft100714.pdf
http://deruyternygov.us/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/madisoncountyreportfinaldraft100714.pdf
http://www.environmentalhealthproject.org/health-issues/air
https://leanweb.org/uncategorized/human-health-impacts-associated-with-chemicals-and-pathways-of-exposure-from-the-development-of-shale-gas-plays/
https://leanweb.org/uncategorized/human-health-impacts-associated-with-chemicals-and-pathways-of-exposure-from-the-development-of-shale-gas-plays/
https://leanweb.org/uncategorized/human-health-impacts-associated-with-chemicals-and-pathways-of-exposure-from-the-development-of-shale-gas-plays/
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_______________________________ 

 

 Env-A 1402.02 Additional Exemptions for Sources and Activities. Pursuant to 

RSA 125-I:3, III(c), the owner or operator of a device or process that meets the criteria 

of Env-A 1401.02 also shall be exempt from the requirements of this chapter for a 

particular RTAP if the emissions of such pollutant are from, or result from, any of the 

following sources or activities:  

 

(a) The combustion of one or more of the following fuels:  

 

(1)  Coal;  

 

(2) Natural gas, but not such gas derived, in whole or in part, from the hydraulic 

fracturing process, RTAP emissions resulting from which, by combustion, 

venting, leaking or otherwise, shall be subject to the requirements of this 

chapter …  

 
REASONS SUPPORTING AMENDMENTS: 

A. The fracking process results in contaminants, including specific regulated toxic air 

pollutants, not contained in the natural gas used in New Hampshire at the time the rules 

were adopted;   

B. Fracked gas emissions and leaks at compressor stations and otherwise cause established 

adverse health impacts not prevented by current standards.
8
 

 

___________________________________ 

 

Additionally, the following toxic air pollutants should be immediately added, or at least 

reconsidered for addition to, the RTAP List under Table 1450-1, beginning at page 15 under 

Env-A 1450.01, for the reasons stated: 

 

1. Radon.  Although not on the RTAP List, radon is otherwise the subject of health protective 

legislation in New Hampshire.  See, e.g., R.S.A. 125:9, X; R.S.A. 310-A:189-a and R.S.A. 

477:4-a.  It carries with it radioactive and otherwise toxic ingredients: 

“The gas which flows through the pipeline likely carries gaseous radon with it, and as 

radon decays within the pipeline, the solid daughter elements, polonium and lead, 

accumulate along the interior of the pipes. There is a concern that the gas transiting, and 

being compressed and regulated, will have radioactivity levels which will put at risk not 

only the workers at these stations and along the pipeline, but potentially also to the 

residents. Radon, a gas, has a short half-life (3.8 days) but its progeny are lead and 

polonium, and these are toxic and have relatively long half-lives of 22.6 years and 138 

days respectively. There is no data that we can turn to in order to assess the risk of 

radioactive exposures in our community.”
9
 

                                                             
8 See sources cited in Footnote 3, supra. 
 
9
 From “Summary on Compressor Stations and Health Impacts,” by Southwest Pennsylvania Environmental 

Health Project (Feb. 24, 2015), p.6 (footnotes omitted).  

http://des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-a1400.pdf
https://sape2016.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/swpa-ehp-compressor-station-emissions-and-health-impacts-02-24-2015.pdf
https://sape2016.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/swpa-ehp-compressor-station-emissions-and-health-impacts-02-24-2015.pdf
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See also “Radon in Natural Gas from Marcellus Shale,” by Marvin Resnikoff, Ph.D. (Jan. 

10, 2012), p. 13 (“The potential environmental and public health impact of radon in natural 

gas from the Marcellus Shale formation is enormous.”).    While there may not be data to 

assess such risks, the Precautionary Principle weighs in favor of adding radon to the RTAP 

List.  Again, we have seen the effects of not adhering to this principle with the Saint-

Gobain issues we are facing today:  it is better to prevent in the first place than attempt to 

retrofit safeguards and mitigate after the fact.
10

  As it is not currently on the RATP List, it 

should be added immediately, accordingly. 

2. The following Volatile Organic Compounds (“VOCs”) found in fracked (shale) gas should 

also be reconsidered for inclusion and/or toxicity revision as RTAPs, given the magnitude 

of potential emissions from these sources and the associated adverse health impacts 

discussed in “Gas Patch Roulette:  How Shale Gas Development Risks Public Health in 

Pennsylvania,” by Nadia Steinzor, et. al. (October 2012):
11

 

 

                                                             
10

 See generally, and specifically page 3 Table 1, at "Potential Hazards of Air Pollutant Emissions from 

Unconventional Oil and Natural Gas Operations on the Respiratory Health of Children and Infants" by Ellen 

Webb, et. al. (2014; published in Reviews on Environmental Health, 2016) . 
 
11 See generally, and particularly p. 21 (containing Table 7). 

http://www.nirs.org/radiation/radonmarcellus.pdf
http://www.nirs.org/radiation/radonmarcellus.pdf
http://www.nirs.org/radiation/radonmarcellus.pdf
https://www.earthworksaction.org/files/publications/Health-Report-Full-FINAL-sm.pdf
https://www.earthworksaction.org/files/publications/Health-Report-Full-FINAL-sm.pdf
http://bogc.dnrc.mt.gov/Misc/Petition_For_Rulemaking/Petition_Literature_Cited/Webb%20et%20al.%202016.pdf
http://bogc.dnrc.mt.gov/Misc/Petition_For_Rulemaking/Petition_Literature_Cited/Webb%20et%20al.%202016.pdf
http://bogc.dnrc.mt.gov/Misc/Petition_For_Rulemaking/Petition_Literature_Cited/Webb%20et%20al.%202016.pdf
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     It appears from our comparison of the above Table 7 with the RTAP List, that the 

following from the above should be added to the RTAP List:  2-Butanone, Chloromethane, 

Trichlorofluoromethane, Dichlorodifluoromethane, Total Hydrocarbons (gas), 

Tetrachloroethylene, Ethylbenzene, 1, 2-Dichloroethane, and possibly Xylene (m&p).
12

  

However, it would be best if a professional from the Department of Environmental 

Services checked to confirm.  To be noted:  as shown in the RTAP List/Fracked Gas 

Comparison to follow, the Table 7 chemicals on the RTAP List are all Toxicity Class I or 

Toxicity Class II RTAPs, further suggesting that the VOCs identified on Table 7 but not on 

the current RTAP List should be added to the latter.   

3. Particulate matter.  Particulate matter, especially PM2.5, and particularly in conjunction 

with VOCs, present other health risks compelling their inclusion on the RTAP List.  From 

“Madison County, New York Department of Health Comments to the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Committee,” prepared for Madison County Department of Health by Thimble 

Creek Research (September 30, 2014), pp. 19-20: 

     “In addition to the VOC exposure presented above, PM2.5 also poses a significant 

health concern and interacts with the airborne VOCs increasing their impact. In fact, at a 

compressor station PM2.5 may pose the greatest threat to the health of nearby residents …  

     The size of particles determines the depth of inhalation into the lung; the smaller the 

particles are, the more readily they reach the deep lung. Particulate matter (PM10, PM2.5 

and ultrafine PM), in conjunction with other emissions, are at the core of concern over 

potential effects of [fracked gas development sites].  High particulate concentrations are of 

grave concern because they absorb airborne chemicals in their midst. The more water 

soluble the chemical, the more likely it is to be absorbed onto a particle. Larger sized 

particles are trapped in the nose and moist upper respiratory tract thereby blocking or 

minimizing their absorption into the blood stream. The smaller PM2.5 however, is more 

readily brought into the deep lung with airborne chemicals and from there into the blood 

stream. As the particulates reach the deep lung alveoli the chemicals on their surface are 

released at higher concentrations than they would in the absence of particles. The 

combination of particles and chemicals serves, in effect, to increase in the dose of the 

chemical. The consequences are much greater than additivity would indicate; and the 

physiological response is intensified. Once in the body, the actions between particles and 

chemicals are synergistic, enhancing or altering the effects of chemicals in sometimes 

known and often unknown ways.  

     Reported clinical actions resulting from PM2.5 inhalation affect both the respiratory and 

cardiovascular systems. Inhalation of PM2.5 can cause decreased lung function, aggravate 

asthma symptoms, cause nonfatal heart attacks and high blood pressure. Research 

reviewing health effects from highway traffic, which, like [unconventional natural gas 

development], has especially high particulates, concludes, “[s]hort-term exposure to fine 

particulate pollution exacerbates existing pulmonary and cardiovascular disease and long-

term repeated exposures increases the risk of cardiovascular disease and death.”  PM2.5, it 

has been suggested, “appears to be a risk factor for cardiovascular disease via mechanisms 

that likely include pulmonary and systemic inflammation, accelerated atherosclerosis and 

                                                             
12

 As noted on the RTAP List/Fracked Gas Comparison following the signatories to this letter, Xylene 

(m) and Xylene (p) isomers are listed separately on the RTAP List, as RTAP CAS No. 108 – 38 – 3, 

Toxicity Class I, and RTAP CAS No. 106 – 42 – 3, Toxicity Class I, respectively, but it is not clear to 

the undersigned if Xylene (m&p) is a distinct chemical which should be added to the RTAP List based 

on its identification as a VOC in Table 7. 

http://deruyternygov.us/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/madisoncountyreportfinaldraft100714.pdf
http://deruyternygov.us/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/madisoncountyreportfinaldraft100714.pdf
http://deruyternygov.us/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/madisoncountyreportfinaldraft100714.pdf
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altered cardiac autonomic function. Uptake of particles or particle constituents in the blood 

can affect the autonomic control of the heart and circulatory system. 

     Ultrafine particles (<0.1) get less attention in the literature than PM2.5 but is found to 

have high toxic potency. These particles readily deposit in the airways and centriacinar 

region of the lung. Research suggests increases in ultrafine particles pose additional risk to 

asthmatic patients … 

     There is an abundance of research on the health effects of short term PM2.5 exposure …  

health effects can occur within 6 hours of elevated PM2.5 exposures, the strongest effects 

occurring between 3 and 6 hours. Such an acute effect of PM2.5 may contribute to acute 

increase in the risk of cardiac disease, or trigger the onset of acute cardiac events, such as 

arrhythmia and sudden cardiac death … 

     In addition to short term exposures and associated effects, there is evidence of health 

impacts from long-term exposures. An [health impact assessment] reviewing data from a 

number of European cities found that nearly 17,000 premature deaths from all causes, 

including cardiopulmonary deaths and lung-cancer deaths, could be prevented annually if 

long-term exposure to PM2.5 levels were reduced …” 

 From the EPA website (emphasis added):   

     “‘Particulate matter,’ also known as particle pollution or PM, is a complex mixture of 

extremely small particles and liquid droplets. Particle pollution is made up of a number of 

components, including acids (such as nitrates and sulfates), organic chemicals, metals, and 

soil or dust particles. 

The size of particles is directly linked to their potential for causing health problems. EPA 

is concerned about particles that are 10 micrometers in diameter or smaller because those 

are the particles that generally pass through the throat and nose and enter the lungs. Once 

inhaled, these particles can affect the heart and lungs and cause serious health effects. 

EPA groups particle pollution into two categories: 

 ‘Inhalable coarse particles,’ such as those found near roadways and dusty industries, are 

larger than 2.5 micrometers and smaller than 10 micrometers in diameter.  

 ‘Fine particles,’ such as those found in smoke and haze, are 2.5 micrometers in 

diameter and smaller …”   

From ATSDR/CDC Health Consultation Report (Jan. 29, 2016), p. ii: 

“Particulate Matter (PM2.5) - The World Health Organization notes that when annual 

mean concentrations are in the range of 11-15 µg/m3, health effects can be expected (WHO 

2006 …” 

See also “PA expands particulate monitoring as federal study finds high level in one location,” May 5, 

2016 online article; and ATSDR/CDC Health Consultation Report (Apr. 22, 2016), pp. ii-iii (short 

term exposures “to maximum levels of PM2.5 may be harmful to unusually sensitive populations, such 

as those with respiratory or heart disease” and chronic exposures in “concentration of 15 to 16 μg/m3 

may be harmful to the general population and sensitive subpopulations, including the elderly, children, 

and those with respiratory or heart disease.”). 

 

      

  

https://www3.epa.gov/airquality/particlepollution/index.html
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HAC/pha/Brigich_Compressor_Station/Brigich_Compressor_Station_EI_HC_01-29-2016_508.pdf
https://stateimpact.npr.org/pennsylvania/2016/05/05/pa-expands-particulate-monitoring-as-federal-study-finds-high-level-in-one-location/
https://stateimpact.npr.org/pennsylvania/2016/05/05/pa-expands-particulate-monitoring-as-federal-study-finds-high-level-in-one-location/
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HAC/pha/BrooklynTownship/BrooklynTwnsp_pm2-5_HC_Final_04-22-2016_508.pdf
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------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 In addition to final amendment of the above rules and RTAP List inclusions, the rulemaking 

process for Env-A 1400 should be commenced as soon as possible to ascertain, through public 

hearing(s) and comments, such other amendments, including RTAP List additions, as should be made 

to ensure their applicability to any high-pressure gas pipeline projects and infrastructure.  We would 

greatly appreciate your assistance in this regard. 

 

 In further support of this petition and the requests made herein, we also submit the analysis of 

Dr. Curtis L Nordgaard, Potential emissions from a New Ipswich compressor station, and some 

associated health effects, concerning the New Ipswich, New Hampshire compressor station proposed 

under the NED project, which follows the RTAP List/Fracked Gas Comparison at the end of this 

letter.  In addition to other relevant information provided in this analysis, Dr. Nordgaard estimates that 

just that compressor station would have caused over two million ($2,000,000.00) dollars in annual 

health care costs.  Such costs plainly constitute “substantial fiscal harm to the state or its citizens” 

alone justifying emergency adoption under R.S.A. 541-A:18, I. 

 

 We look forward to your response at your earliest convenience.  Please direct the same, or any 

questions, concerns or other communications, to our Chairperson and contact point person, Beverly 

Edwards, at nadesha@msn.com.  

 

 Thank you for your time and courtesy in this matter. 

 
       Sincerely, 

        

 

       //s// Richard Husband 

       Duly Authorized, on behalf of: 

 

NH Pipeline Health Study Group: 

 

       By its Board/Members: 

 

       //s// Beverly Edwards 

       Chairperson 

 

       //s// Liz Fletcher 

       Board Member 

        

       //s//Douglas Whitbeck 

       Board Member    

 

       //s//Gwen Whitbeck 

       Board Member 

        

       //s//Sue Durling 

       Board Member 

http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html/LV/541-A/541-A-18.htm
mailto:nadesha@msn.com
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       //s//Julia Steed Mawson 

       Board Member 

 

       //s//Marilyn Learner 

       Board Member 

 

       //s//Richard Husband 

       Board Member 
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RTAP LIST/FRACKED GAS COMPARISON 

22 toxic air pollutants on RTAP List (beginning at page 15) are associated with fracked gas, either as 

additives or produced by combustion of this gas (VOCs). 

 

15 of these are Toxicity Class I (most toxic); 6 are Toxicity Class II, 1 is Toxicity Class III. 

 

10 RTAPs - 5 Toxicity Class I, 4 Toxicity Class II , 1 Toxicity Class III - 

are on EPA list of frequent additives to fracked gas 

 

Sources:  RTAP List (beginning at page 15) and Table 9, at p. 36, of  “Analysis of Hydraulic Fracturing 

Fluid Data from the FracFocus Chemical Disclosure Registry 1.0," by the EPA (March 2015); see also 

EPA website 

 

Methanol:     RTAP CAS  No. 67 – 56 – 1, Toxicity Class II 

Ethanol:     RTAP CAS No. 64 – 17 – 5, Toxicity Class II 

Propargyl alcohol :     RTAP CAS No. 107 – 19 – 7, Toxicity Class I 

Glutaraldehyde:     RTAP CAS No. 111 – 30 – 8, Toxicity Class I 

Ethylene glycol (aerosol):     RTAP CAS No. 107 – 21 – 1, Toxicity Class II 

2-Butoxyethanol:     RTAP CAS No.  111 – 76 – 2, Toxicity Class I 

Napthalene:     RTAP CAS No.  91 – 20 – 3, Toxicity Class I  

 
1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene:     RTAP CAS No.  95 – 63 – 6, Toxicity Class II 

Dimethylformamide:     RTAP CAS No. 68 – 12 – 2, Toxicity Class I 

Polyethylene glycol:     RTAP CAS No. 25322 – 68 – 3, Toxicity Class III 

11 more RTAPs  - 9 Toxicity Class I, 2 Toxity Class II – 

are identified Table 7 VOCs from fracked gas 

 

Sources:  RTAP List (beginning at page 15) and Table 7, at p. 21, of “Gas Patch Roulette:  How Shale 

Gas Development Risks Public Health in Pennsylvania,” by Nadia Steinzor, et. al. (October 2012) 

 

Acetone:     RTAP  CAS No.  67 – 64 – 1, Toxicity Class I 

1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Ttrifluoroethane:     RTAP  CAS  No. 76–13–1 , Toxicity Class II 

Carbon tetrachloride:     RTAP CAS No. 56 – 23 – 5,  Toxicity Class I 

Toluene:     RTAP CAS No. 108 – 88 – 3, Toxicity Class I 

n-Hexane:     RTAP CAS No. 110 – 54 – 3, Toxicity Class II 

http://des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-a1400.pdf
http://des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-a1400.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-03/documents/fracfocus_analysis_report_and_appendices_final_032015_508_0.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-03/documents/fracfocus_analysis_report_and_appendices_final_032015_508_0.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/hfstudy/analysis-hydraulic-fracturing-fluid-data-fracfocus-chemical-disclosure-registry-1-pdf
http://des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-a1400.pdf
https://www.earthworksaction.org/files/publications/Health-Report-Full-FINAL-sm.pdf
https://www.earthworksaction.org/files/publications/Health-Report-Full-FINAL-sm.pdf
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Benzene:     RTAP CAS 71 – 43 – 2, Toxicity I 

Methylene chloride (dichloromethane):     RTAP CAS No. 75 – 09 – 2, Toxicity Class I 

Trichloroethylene:     RTAP CAS No. 79 – 01 – 6, Toxicity Class I 

Xylene m-isomers:     RTAP CAS No. 108 – 38 – 3, Toxicity Class I 

Xylene p-isomers:     RTAP CAS No. 106 – 42 – 3,  Toxicity Class I 

Xylene  o-isomers:     RTAP CAS No. 95 – 47 – 6,  Toxicity Class I 

A 22
nd

  RTAP, the VOC Formaldehyde - Toxicity Class I – is also found  in fracked gas 

 

Sources:  pp. 18-19 at  “Madison County, New York Department of Health Comments to the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Committee,” prepared for Madison County Department of Health by Thimble 

Creek Research (September 30, 2014); pp. 26-27 and Appendix B, pp. 2-6 and Table 12 at p. 10, of 

ATSDR/CDC Health Consultation Report (Jan. 29, 2016)(asthmatics, elderly and others at risk from 

compressor stations); p. 5 and Appendix 1 at p. 19 of “California’s Fracking Fluids:  the Chemical 

Recipe,” by Tasha Stoiber, et. al. ( EWG; August 2015) 

 

NOTE:  Formaldehyde does not appear in the Table 7 VOC list because sampling for that study was done 

with Summa canisters. Badges are generally used for formaldehyde monitoring.   Formaldehyde is a 

carcinogen.  Union Leader, December 18, 2015 online article by Meghan Pierce  

 

 

 

 

Compiled by Liz Fletcher for NH Pipeline Health Study Group, May 2016 

 

 

  

http://deruyternygov.us/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/madisoncountyreportfinaldraft100714.pdf
http://deruyternygov.us/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/madisoncountyreportfinaldraft100714.pdf
http://deruyternygov.us/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/madisoncountyreportfinaldraft100714.pdf
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HAC/pha/Brigich_Compressor_Station/Brigich_Compressor_Station_EI_HC_01-29-2016_508.pdf
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HAC/pha/Brigich_Compressor_Station/Brigich_Compressor_Station_EI_HC_01-29-2016_508.pdf
http://static.ewg.org/reports/2015/california_fracking/california_s_fracking_fluids_the_chemical_recipe_ewg_2015.pdf?_ga=1.136003697.190960037.1463743673
http://static.ewg.org/reports/2015/california_fracking/california_s_fracking_fluids_the_chemical_recipe_ewg_2015.pdf?_ga=1.136003697.190960037.1463743673
http://www.unionleader.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20151218/NEWS05/151219130
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Potential emissions from a New Ipswich compressor station, 

and some associated health effects 
 

Prepared by Curtis L Nordgaard, MD MSc 

Pediatrician at DotHouse Health, Boston MA 

For those air pollutants classified as toxic, what releases do Kinder Morgan predict for the New 

Ipswich compressor station 
1
? 

Per year:  

Nitrogen dioxide:   50 tons 

Carbon monoxide:   40 tons 

Sulfur dioxide:   5 tons 

Particulate matter:   9 tons 

Volatile organic compounds:  8.5 tons 

Formaldehyde:   1.3 tons 

What health outcomes have been associated with the pollutants that would be released by the 

New Ipswich compressor station? 

A limited review of public health studies shows: 

Nitrogen dioxide: Increased respiratory hospitalizations (2%) 
2
, heart failure (1.7%) 

3
 

Carbon monoxide: Increased premature birth rates (4%) 
4
,  low birth weight (7%) 

4
 

Sulfur dioxide: Increased low birth weight (3%) 
4
, heart failure (2.4%) 

3
 

Particulate matter: Increased fatality from heart and lung disease (5.3%) 
5
, new childhood asthma 

diagnoses (10-12%) 
6
 

What are some actually measured levels of toxic or cancer-causing pollutants near compressor 

stations? 

Formaldehyde: Levels can exceed acute toxicity thresholds by 25% and cancer risk thresholds by more 

than 700-fold, up to 800 meters from compressor stations 
7
 

Particulate matter: Levels of particulate matter near compressor stations may be more than double 

what is measured at regional monitoring stations 
8, 9
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How might pollution concentrations change near a compressor station in New Ipswich, 

according to Kinder Morgan 
1 

? 

Nitrogen dioxide levels would increase by up to 13.4 micrograms per cubic meter for distances up to 

10.3 km from the proposed compressor station. 

What's near the proposed compressor station site? 

Temple Elementary School is very close, only about 800 meters from the proposed site. 

Five towns are within the 10 km area of concern mentioned above. 

Based on published health studies, what effects should we expect for children at Temple 

Elementary School and surrounding towns? 

Formaldehyde: Levels could exceed acute toxicity and cancer-causing thresholds for children at the 

school based on published observations 
7
. 

Nitrogen dioxide:  If concentrations increase as predicted (13.4mcg/m
3
), public health studies suggest 

we should expect at least a 7% increase in new childhood asthma diagnoses 
6
 and a 2% increase in 

hospitalizations for asthma attacks 
10

 in a 10 km radius. People with chronic obstructive pulmonary 

disease, stroke, and heart disease would also be affected, as well as increased overall fatalities from 

these conditions 
10

. 

What are the potential health care costs associated with the proposed emissions, based upon 

scientific estimates 
11

 ? 

Nitrogen dioxide: $16,000 per ton x 50 tons = $800,000 per year 

Sulfur dioxide: $28,000 per ton x 5 tons = $140,000 per year 

Particulate matter: $130,000 per ton x 9 = $1,170,000 per year 

Estimate of total health care costs: $2.11 million per year, for three pollutants only 

 

References cited: 

1. Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company, L.L.C. Northeast Energy Direct Project Environmental Report, 

Resource Report 9 (Air and Noise Quality). Downloaded 11/23/15. 

2. Huang G, et al. An integrated Bayesian model for estimating the long-term health effects of air 

pollution by fusing modelled and measured pollution data: A case study of nitrogen dioxide 

concentrations in Scotland. Spat Spatiotemporal Epidemiol. 2015 Jul-Oct;14-15:63-74. 

3. Shah AS, et al. Global association of air pollution and heart failure: a systematic review and meta-

analysis. Lancet. 2013 Sep 21;382(9897):1039-48. 
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4. Stieb DM, et al. Ambient air pollution, birth weight and preterm birth: a systematic review and 

meta-analysis. Environ Res. 2012 Aug;117:100-11. 

5. Samoli E, et al.Which specific causes of death are associated with short term exposure to fine and 

coarse particles in Southern Europe? Results from the MED-PARTICLES project. Environ Int. 2014 

Jun;67:54-61. 

6. Wendt JK, et al. Association of short-term increases in ambient air pollution and timing of initial 

asthma diagnosis among Medicaid-enrolled children in a metropolitan area. Environ Res. 2014 

May;131:50-8. 

7. Macey GP, et al. Air concentrations of volatile compounds near oil and gas production: a 
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8. Nordgaard, CL. Unpublished data, Oct 2015. 
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The State of New Hampshire

NHDES
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

Thomas S. Burack, Commissioner

August 12, 2016

Mr. Richard Husband
NH Pipeline Health Study Group
10 Mallard Court
Litchfield, NH 03052

Re: Petition for Rulemaking

Dear Mr. Husband:

This letter responds to your August 5 email follow-up inquiry to our response to your petition to
adopt emergency rules to amend Env-A 1400, Regulated Toxic Air Pollutants (RTAPS).
Specifically, you inquired whether the rulemaking process has been initiated under R.S.A. 541-
A:4(l) as of July 1, 2016, correct?”

RSA 541-A:4, I, provides as follows:

I. Any interested person may petition an agency to adopt, amend, or repeal a rule.
Within 30 days of receiving the petition, the agency shall determine whether to grant
or deny the petition and notify the petitioner. If the agency decides to deny the
petition, the agency shall notify the petitioner of its decision in writing and shall state
its reasons for denial. If the agency grants the petition, it shall notify the petitioner and
commence the rulemaking proceeding by requesting a fiscal impact statement
pursuant to RSA 541-A:5 within 120 days of receipt of the petition and continuing the
proceeding as specified in RSA 541-A:3.

Because we denied the petition as to emergency rules by our letter dated August 4, 2016, no
rulemaking process has been initiated. We also stated that we continue to review the information
you provided to determine what revisions, if any, to Env-A 1400 are appropriate. We have an
obligation to all stakeholders to propose adoption of new or revised rules such as you have
submitted only after thoroughly considering the science behind the proposed rules. Moreover,
any changes proposed would also need to be evaluated in light of the specific statutory authority
for rulemaking that would provide the legal basis for such proposals. We believe the issues
identified in your petition are sufficiently complex that additional time is needed to evaluate them.
As we indicated in our August 4 letter, we will need at least 30-60 days to fully evaluate the
science underlying the petition and additional time to determine the most appropriate course of
action.

If you have further questions regarding the rulemaking process, please contact Pete Demas,
Legal Coordinator, at 271-2464 or by email at Peter. Demas(des.nh.qov.

Sincerely,

Thomas S. Burack
Commissioner

cc: The Honorable Margaret Wood Hassan
Craig Wright,Director, Air Resources Division, NHDES
Peter Demas, Legal Coordinator, NHDES

www.des.nh.gov
29 Hazen Drive • P0 Box 95 • Concord, NH 03302-0095

(603] 271-3503 • TDD Access: Relay NH 1-800-735-2964





        NH Pipeline Health Study Group 

              

October 28, 2016 

Via e-mail (craig.wright@des.nh.gov)  

Craig Wright, Director Air Resources Division 

Department of Environmental Services 

29 Hazen Drive; P.O. Box 95 

Concord, NH 03302-0095 

 

 RE:   Request for Hearing and Extension of Public Comment Period, and Public Comment 

  Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company, LLC Application for Renewal Permit 

  Concord Expansion Compressor Station #270B1 on Mammoth Road, Pelham, NH 

Application No. 15-0300 

           

Dear Director Wright: 

 

 As this matter ties in with the Concord Steam conversion project and concerns matters of 

great public interest, the Concord Steam Legislative Task Force, Governor Hassan, involved 

government agency personnel, various concerned citizens, and the media, are being copied on 

this letter. 

 

 Please reference the notice attached as Exhibit “A,” concerning a renewal application 

permit for the 30,000 horse power stand-by compressor station in Pelham, New Hampshire, and 

consider this letter: 

 

(1) a request for a public hearing on the matter pursuant to Env-A 621.06; 

(2) a request for an extension of the comment period to a reasonable time 

subsequent to the hearing to allow citizens to submit public comments 

utilizing information obtained at the hearing, and also a submitted public 

comment relative to this matter; and 

(3) a submitted public comment relative to the matter 

 

Our request for a public hearing is made on the following bases and relevant facts, which  

raise material issues with respect to the subject application. 

 

As you know, we are a group of New Hampshire residents who are deeply concerned  

about the well-documented adverse health effects of fracked gas.  For most of us, the concern arose 

when our communities were chosen for the path of the Northeast Energy Direct (“NED”) high-

pressure gas pipeline project and its related infrastructure, including a planned 41,000 horse power 

compressor station in New Ipswich, New Hampshire, less than a ½ mile from the Temple Elementary 

School and bordering residential neighborhoods in towns where several members of our group live.  

Member Julia Steed Mawson is a Pelham resident.   

 

In the course of educating ourselves about NED and all of its implications, we quickly 

learned that today’s “natural” gas, derived through the hydraulic fracturing process—“fracked” gas 

as it commonly called—is not clean or healthy, as touted., but contains a cocktail of known 

carcinogens, identified regulated toxic air pollutants (“RTAPs”) under Env-A 1450.01, and other 

health-impairing contaminants, the releases and emissions of which have been shown by studies 

mailto:craig.wright@des.nh.gov
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throughout the country to cause respiratory and other health problems, especially around compressor 

stations.  See, e.g., “California’s Fracking Fluids:  the Chemical Recipe,” by Tasha Stoiber, et. al. ( 

EWG; August 2015); “Gas Compressors and Nose Bleeds:  a New Study Connects Health Issues 

with Rural Gas Compressor Pollution,” by Jessica Owen (Fall 2015)(concerning Minisink, New 

York study); "Potential Hazards of Air Pollutant Emissions from Unconventional Oil and Natural 

Gas Operations on the Respiratory Health of Children and Infants" by Ellen Webb, et. al. (2014; 

published in Reviews on Environmental Health, 2016); “Porter Ranch Gas Leak Triggers State of 

Emergency in California,” January 7, 2016 CNN online news article; “Gas Patch Roulette:  How 

Shale Gas Development Risks Public Health in Pennsylvania,” by Nadia Steinzor, et. al. (October 

2012); “Madison County, New York Department of Health Comments to the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Committee,” prepared for Madison County Department of Health by Thimble Creek 

Research (September 30, 2014), pp. 14-28; ATSDR/CDC Health Consultation Report (Jan. 29, 

2016), p. ii (asthmatics, elderly and others at risk from compressor stations); ATSDR/CDC Health 

Consultation Report (Apr. 22, 2016), pp. ii-iii (concerning short and long term adverse health effects 

of particulates); “Human Health Impacts Associated with Chemicals and Pathways of Exposure from 

the Development of Shale Gas Plays,“ by Wilma Subra Subra Company (January 9, 2012).    

 

Indeed, concerned citizens were advised by Dr. Curtis L. Nordgaard, a preeminent 

Massachusetts pediatrician likewise concerned with the adverse health effects of fracked gas, that 

remedial health care costs associated with the emissions from the New Ipswich compressor station 

proposed for NED—only 11,000 horse power larger than the Pelham station—would likely be in the 

$2 million per year range.  See Potential emissions from a New Ipswich compressor station, and some 

associated health effects, pp. 13-15 of the attached Exhibit “B” (identified in paragraph below). 

 

 Because of the health concerns relating to fracked gas emissions, we petitioned 

Commissioner Burack and the Department of Environmental Services (“DES”) on July 1, 2016 to 

immediately amend the Env-A 1400 rules to address deficiencies in the regulation of these 

emissions.   A copy of this petition, which flags 22 identified RTAPs in fracked gas, is attached 

hereto as Exhibit “B” and incorporated in full herein by reference in further support of this letter, 

along with a copy of September 4, 2016 correspondence from Dr. Nordgaard identifying several 

more likely RTAPs in New Hampshire fracked gas,
1
 which is attached as Exhibit “C.”  Although 

our July 1, 2016 petition was denied, the DES is assessing the propriety of our petition requests on 

its own.  Currently, the DES is attempting to obtain a sample of the fracked gas sold by the applicant 

to Liberty Utilities for use in New Hampshire, for complete analysis, identification of all of its 

components, and a determination of how best to address fracked gas and its components under Env-

A 1400.  The applicant and/or Liberty Utilities, as good corporate citizens, should be more than 

willing to comply with such a request, particularly as we have amply demonstrated health concerns 

supporting the Env-A 1400 review and amendments requests, such that the burden is on the 

applicant (and Liberty Utilities) to prove that our concerns and requests are nonetheless misguided.  

Such “proof,” of course, requires identification of all of the contents of the fracked gas used in New 

Hampshire, to distinguish it from the gas and contents discussed in all of the aforementioned fracked 

gas studies and otherwise establish that its emissions are harmless.  The scales must always come 

down on the side of protecting health. 
  

                                                             
1
 These RTAPs are cadmium, (radioactive) lead, barium, PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls) and maybe 

mercury (depending upon whether it was filtered from the subject gas by mercury guard beds).  

http://static.ewg.org/reports/2015/california_fracking/california_s_fracking_fluids_the_chemical_recipe_ewg_2015.pdf?_ga=1.136003697.190960037.1463743673
http://static.ewg.org/reports/2015/california_fracking/california_s_fracking_fluids_the_chemical_recipe_ewg_2015.pdf?_ga=1.136003697.190960037.1463743673
http://www.utne.com/environment/gas-compressors-and-nose-bleeds-zm0z15fzsau.aspx
http://www.utne.com/environment/gas-compressors-and-nose-bleeds-zm0z15fzsau.aspx
http://www.utne.com/environment/gas-compressors-and-nose-bleeds-zm0z15fzsau.aspx
http://bogc.dnrc.mt.gov/Misc/Petition_For_Rulemaking/Petition_Literature_Cited/Webb%20et%20al.%202016.pdf
http://bogc.dnrc.mt.gov/Misc/Petition_For_Rulemaking/Petition_Literature_Cited/Webb%20et%20al.%202016.pdf
http://bogc.dnrc.mt.gov/Misc/Petition_For_Rulemaking/Petition_Literature_Cited/Webb%20et%20al.%202016.pdf
http://www.cnn.com/2016/01/07/us/california-porter-ranch-gas-leak-emergency/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2016/01/07/us/california-porter-ranch-gas-leak-emergency/index.html
https://www.earthworksaction.org/files/publications/Health-Report-Full-FINAL-sm.pdf
https://www.earthworksaction.org/files/publications/Health-Report-Full-FINAL-sm.pdf
https://www.earthworksaction.org/files/publications/Health-Report-Full-FINAL-sm.pdf
http://deruyternygov.us/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/madisoncountyreportfinaldraft100714.pdf
http://deruyternygov.us/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/madisoncountyreportfinaldraft100714.pdf
http://deruyternygov.us/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/madisoncountyreportfinaldraft100714.pdf
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HAC/pha/Brigich_Compressor_Station/Brigich_Compressor_Station_EI_HC_01-29-2016_508.pdf
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HAC/pha/Brigich_Compressor_Station/Brigich_Compressor_Station_EI_HC_01-29-2016_508.pdf
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HAC/pha/BrooklynTownship/BrooklynTwnsp_pm2-5_HC_Final_04-22-2016_508.pdf
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HAC/pha/BrooklynTownship/BrooklynTwnsp_pm2-5_HC_Final_04-22-2016_508.pdf
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HAC/pha/BrooklynTownship/BrooklynTwnsp_pm2-5_HC_Final_04-22-2016_508.pdf
https://leanweb.org/uncategorized/human-health-impacts-associated-with-chemicals-and-pathways-of-exposure-from-the-development-of-shale-gas-plays/
https://leanweb.org/uncategorized/human-health-impacts-associated-with-chemicals-and-pathways-of-exposure-from-the-development-of-shale-gas-plays/
http://des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-a1400.pdf
http://des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-a1400.pdf
http://des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-a1400.pdf
http://des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-a1400.pdf
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  In light of the health concerns associated with fracked gas emissions, the current 

unknown status of the components of the fracked gas used in New Hampshire, and the DES’ 

ongoing consideration of this issue and the propriety of amending Env-A 1400 to more 

appropriately address fracked gas, we urge the DES to not consider this application until these 

matters have been addressed first.   We need to establish the true health risks that we are 

dealing with, foremost, and before anything else:  citizens should not be used as guinea pigs. 

 

 Moreover, after addressing the matters discussed in the preceding paragraph, if the 

DES is still inclined to go forward with the subject application, we would urge the DES to 

analyze and consider the full impact of Liberty Utilities’ service expansion plans on the 

operation of the subject compressor station, the frequency and volume of its emissions, and 

consequent health impact on citizens, as part of the application process.   

 

Although the Pelham compressor station is currently just used as a stand-by facility which only 

operates during peak demand and likely less than 1% of the time, we understand that its operation is 

tied in with service “downstream,” including the Concord area, such that Concord and other 

“downstream” demands increase its operational time.  As the DES is probably aware:  although 

GreenCity Power submitted a proposal for converting the Concord Steam operation to a safe, non-

greenhouse gas emission source of energy, see attached Exhibit “D,” the state rejected it out of hand 

and is signing on for conversion to Liberty Utilities’ gas.
2
  As the DES may not be aware:  Liberty 

Utilities has aggressive expansion plans targeting other new customers around Concord, and likely 

other new customers “downstream” of the Pelham compressor station—all of whom would, 

presumably, add to the system demand and the compressor’s operation time.  Of course, any increase 

in the compressor’s operation time increases its emissions and health concerns correspondingly.  There 

is no justification for exposing the children and other citizens of Pelham to increasingly noxious 

emissions just so the state can reap some short-term savings on energy bills—the “justification” for the 

Concord Steam conversion to gas rather than a healthier, greener alternative.   Likewise, Liberty 

Utilities’ other expansion plans must be carefully analyzed in depth to determine if they will increase 

the operation time of the Pelham compressor station.  While there is currently insufficient 

information to consider whether a renewal permit should be issued in this matter at all, no 

permit should be issued (if at all)  without a condition restricting further gas expansion and/or 

the compressor station’s operational time to present less than 1% operational norms.    

 

 For the reasons set forth above, we respectfully request and urge that a public hearing be 

scheduled in this matter and that the comment period be extended for a reasonable period of time 

(at least two weeks) after the public hearing to allow citizens the opportunity to submit public 

comments benefitting from the information presented at the hearing. 

 

 Thank you for your time and courtesy.  Should anyone wish to contact us for any reason, 

we may be reached via the e-mail address RMHusband@mail.com.  

 

                                                             
2
 Honestly—and this is more for those copied on this letter than the DES:  what makes the Concord 

Steam “bidding” process, resulting in an almost immediate State-run cattle drive of Concord Steam 

customers to Liberty Utilities with only cursory consideration of the alternatives, any different than the 

other one-party “bidding,” alleged collusion-wracked processes being debated and investigated in 

Concord right now?  See Article 1; Article 2; Article 3.   
 

http://des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-a1400.pdf
mailto:RMHusband@mail.com
http://www.unionleader.com/politics/GOP-lodges-Right-to-Know-suit-claims-Hassan-holding-back-Hitchcock-contract-info-10242016
http://www.unionleader.com/article/20161018/NEWS12/161019295/0/SEARCH
http://www.unionleader.com/health/NH-drug-addiction-services-contract-cronyism-criticized-10182016
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Sincerely, 

        

 

       //s// Richard Husband 

       Duly Authorized, on Behalf of: 

 

NH Pipeline Health Study Group: 

 

       By its Board/Members: 

 

       //s// Beverly Edwards 

       Chairperson 

 

       //s// Liz Fletcher 

       Board Member 

        

       //s//Douglas Whitbeck 

       Board Member    

 

       //s//Gwen Whitbeck 

       Board Member 

        

       //s//Susan Durling 

       Board Member 

 

       //s//Julia Steed Mawson 

       Board Member 

 

       //s//Marilyn Learner 

       Board Member 

 

       //s//Richard Husband 

       Board Member 

 

cc: Members of the Concord Steam Legislative Task Force (via e-mail) 

Honorable Governor Margaret Hassan (via e-mail, c/o Kerry.Holmes@nh.gov ) 

Vicki Quiram, Commissioner, N.H. Department of Administrative Services (via e-mail,  

c/o commweb@nh.gov) 

Christopher G. Aslin, Esquire, Assistant Attorney General (via e-mail) 

John McCutcheon (via e-mail) 

Dr. Melinda Treadwell (via e-mail) 

The New Hampshire Municipal Pipeline Coalition (via e-mail) 

NHPLAN (via e-mail) 

Other concerned citizens (via e-mail) 

The Union Leader (via e-mail) 

Concord Monitor (via e-mail) 

Pelham-Windham News (via e-mail) 

mailto:Kerry.Holmes@nh.gov
mailto:commweb@nh.gov
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NOTE: THIS EXHIBIT

IS THE SAME AS EXHIBIT %Bララ

TO THIS MOTION
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Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
888 First Street NE
Washington, D.C. 20426
Sept 4, 2016

 Re:  Spectra Energy, Atlantic Bridge Project Environmental Assessment
Docket No. CP16-9-000

To Secretary Bose:

I am writing to comment on the Atlantic Bridge Environmental Assessment (EA). The formal comment
period has ended. However, in response to requests for an extension of the public comment period, the 
Commission has indicated that it will continue accepting and reviewing public comments. I am 
therefore submitting my observations that the Atlantic Bridge EA failed to disclose and address the 
presence of toxic contaminants in gas delivered by the Algonquin Pipeline and therefore did not 
adequately assess risks to the environment and human health.

1. Several lines of evidence indicate that gas delivered by the Algonquin Pipeline contains mercury

     A. Companies that analyze natural gas samples in support of pipeline operations indicate that trace 
metals including mercury are present in natural gas, which they are able to test for1:

“...trace metal content in natural gas streams and LNG can reach parts per million (ppm) levels...”1

Although it seemed unlikely to be honored, I did request a de-identified sample analysis from one such 
company. The request was of course denied on the grounds that the data were proprietary.

     B. Mercury is one of several toxic substances produced by the operation of Metering & Regulating 
stations as identified in this Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) report for a M&R 
station in New Bedford, MA:2

1 http://www.intertek.com/petroleum/natural-gas-trace-metals/
2 http://www.rtknet.org/db/brs/brs.php?

reptype=f&epa_id=MAR000009993&reporting_year=2007&database=brs&detail=3&datype=T



     C. The Applicant has clearly stated that mercury can be present in their gas, which necessitates the 
incorporation of a “mercury guard bed” as part of the proposed LNG facility in Acushnet, MA:

“Mercury may be present in very small quantities in the feed gas and will be removed via a mercury guard
bed during the pretreatment process. Mercury is considered an environmentally hazardous material.”3

To the best of my knowledge, compressor stations and metering & regulating stations do not contain 
mercury guard beds even though they release gas directly into the environment.

Based upon these lines of evidence, I conclude that mercury is present as a toxic contaminant in the gas
being delivered to Massachusetts. 

2. Gas transmitted by the Algonquin Pipeline likely contains volatile radioactive lead

As discussed in Section 2.7.5 of the Atlantic Bridge EA, gas in the Algonquin pipeline does contain 
radon. Radon decays into radioactive lead and other progeny as acknowledged in the EA. The EA 
indicates that the pipeline is cleaned regularly and any hazardous materials properly disposed of. 

The RCRA report (section 1B above) indicates that the pipeline liquids produced at this M&R station 
do include lead. It does not seem likely that lead is used in pipeline maintenance and operation 
processes. Rather, the more likely source of lead at the New Bedford M&R station is from the gas itself
as acknowledged by the EA. Lead is an EPA criterion air pollutant and can exist in the volatile state 
(like radon). Therefore, it seems likely that while some radioactive lead is precipitating within the 
pipeline, some is being transported along the pipeline in the volatile state and is released into the 
environment.

3. Pipeline liquids removed from the Algonquin pipeline contain barium, cadmium, and PCBs

As noted in the RCRA report presented above, liquids removed from the Algonquin pipeline include 
cadmium and barium. Cadmium is toxic and carcinogenic. Barium can be toxic in certain forms, and 
originates from the Marcellus Shale4. Like radon and radium, it is naturally occurring in the Marcellus 
Shale along with methane and is a component of fracked gas. 

Pipeline liquids recovered from the New Bedford M&R also contain PCBs at an unknown 
concentration, but greater than 50 ppm2:

These are likely present as a component of the pipeline itself, which was built prior to the institution of 
bans and restrictions on the production and use of PCBs.

3 Algonquin Gas Trasmission, LLC. Access Northeast Project. Draft Resource Report 11, sec. 11.4.1.9.
4 http://energy.wilkes.edu/PDFFiles/Library/The_Science_of_Marcellus_Shale_Wastewater.pdf



4. The Atlantic Bridge EA omitted any assessment of mercury, lead, cadmium, PCBs, and barium 
releases into the environment, and potential human exposures

     A. As detailed in Resource Report 9 for the Atlantic Bridge Project, the Weymouth compressor 
station would include storage tanks for pipeline liquids. Like other above-ground storage tanks, these 
would release hazardous air pollutants. In particular, flashing during the tank operation process can 
release significant quantities of hazardous air pollutants. The Resource Report includes calculations 
estimating the quantity of hazardous air pollutants that could be released by flashing (up to 325.5 
pounds per hour5). However, there is no reference to cadmium, PCBs, lead, or mercury released during 
the operation of these tanks (including during flashing). Since some if not all of these toxic and/or 
carcinogenic materials can exist as a gas, they would likely be released during the operation of storage 
tanks at the Weymouth compressor station.

     B. Lead, mercury, and cadmium (like radon) are not altered by combustion. Therefore any quantity 
of these toxic pollutants existing in the gas phase will be entrained into the compressor engine and 
released in the exhaust stream. They will also be released during venting (e.g., blowdowns) and 
fugitive emissions. None of these sources of heavy metal pollution (in exhaust, venting, or fugitive 
emissions) were addressed in the EA.

The half life of radioactive lead is on the order of 21 years. Heavy metals and PCBs are persistent 
environmental pollutants. Therefore, even a low rate of emission can lead to significant accumulation 
of these pollutants in the local environment over time.

     C. Lead is an EPA criterion pollutant. Given the analysis presented here, it would seem necessary to 
evaluate the presence and quantity of volatile lead emissions from the pipeline. This should take the 
form of a quantitative analysis of releases, rather than the qualitative dismissal used to address other 
important topics in the EA.

     D. Without being properly evaluated by an EIS, the toxic and/or carcinogenic pollutants 
identified here pose an unquantified and unknown degree of risk to the environment and human 
health.

5. Summary and conclusions

In this comment I have provided evidence that certain toxic and/or carcinogenic pollutants are present 
in the gas and/or liquid state in the Algonquin Pipeline. These pollutants would likely be released by 
facilities proposed under the the Atlantic Bridge project as air pollutants that persist and accumulate in 
the environment. However, their release was not evaluated during the EA process. Therefore, I make 
the following recommendations in accordance with instructions in the EA and under NEPA:

     A. These and many other important comments warrant the preparation of an EIS. It was 
unwarranted for the Commission to require only an EA. The existing EA refers to a project which has 
been substantially modified and has many unanswered but important criticisms. It is still possible at 
this time to require that the Applicant prepare an EIS that incorporates the criticisms raised in this 
docket, based upon the current formulation of the  Weymouth compressor station proposal.

5 Algonquin Gas Trasmission, LLC. Atlantic Bridge Project. Resource Report 9, Weymouth Compressor Station Table E-
1A, Flash analysis.



     B. The Commission should choose the “No-Action” alternative. As detailed in previous comments 
including comments by Senators Markey and Warren, the EA was prepared by a consultant with a close
relationship to the Applicant. The Commission should therefore have a lower threshold to disagree due 
to this bias; namely, the Commission should more broadly consider the need to choose the the “No-
Action” alternative.

The EA discussion of the “No-Action” option6 omits the many concerns outlined in this and previous 
comments. It also does not include recent developments such as this year's Massachusetts Supreme 
Judicial Court ruling that the state Department of Environmental Protection is failing to meet its 
mandated Global Warming Solutions Act targets7, which I will not outline in detail here. In brief, the 
Atlantic Bridge and other fossil fuel infrastructure cannot be built and expanded in the state if we are to
meet the Global Warming Solutions Act targets as mandated by the state legislature and confirmed by 
the Supreme Judicial Court. That is true whether the fossil fuel infrastructure entails the emission of 
carbon dioxide or the much more potent greenhouse gas, methane.

When considering the risks, costs and burdens of the Atlantic Bridge project, it is expedient for 
the Commission to choose the “No-Action” option as provided by section 7 of the Natural Gas 
Act.

Signed,

Curtis L Nordgaard MD MSc
Pediatrician
Dorchester, MA

CC:
Erin Flaherty
Town of Weymouth
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection, Southeast Region
Massachusetts Attorney General
EPA New England-Region 1 Office of Environmental Review

6 Federal Energy Commission and Natural Resources Group. Atlantic Bridge Environmental Assessment, Section 3.1. 
May 2016.

7 https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2016/05/18/sjc-rules-that-state-failed-issue-proper-regulations-cut-
emissions/N6rAAeeGAr4LrjqF8K71JJ/story.html
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Re: More Concord Steam Information

Subject: Re: More Concord Steam lnformation

From: Bev Edwards <nadesha@msn.com>

Date: 10/19/2016 4:35 PM

lb: ’’Gary.Danieis@legぷate.nh.us’一<Gary.DanieIs@legぷate.nh.us>, ’’」eb・Bradley@Iegぷate.nh.us’’

deb.Bradley@iegぷate.nh.us>,一一Dick.Hinch@iegぷate.nh.us” <Dick.Hinch@legぷate.nh.us>,

一一dickhinch@gma=.coml’<dickhinch@gmaiI.com>, ’’Lynne.Ober@legstate.nh.us’’<Lynne.Ober@legぷate.nh.us>,

’’Lynne.Ober@comcast.net” <Lyme.Ober@comcast.net>,一’Gene.Chandler@Ieg.state.nh.us’’

<Gene.Chandler@legstate.nh.us>, ’~steve.shurtleff@leg.state.nh.us” <Steve.Shurtleff@legstate.nh.us>,

”steveshurtleff@aol.com’“ <SteveShurtleff@aoI.com>, Renata <renata.baker@legぷate.nh.us>, Kyie

<Kyle,Baker@Ieg.state.nh.us>, Lou <l.da=esandro@comcast.net>

CC: State Senate Dan FeItes <danfeltes@gmaiI.com>

Dear Honorabie Members ofthe Concord Steam LegisIativeTask Fo「Ce,

Thankyou foryoura壮ention to the ema旧sentvou yesterday. i since「eiy appreciate your me両Oning statements from it at

theTaskForce meeting. 1 had intended to bethere, butwasheid upforthe aftemoon.

BeIow is an ema旧am forwardingto you in the interest offurther clar甫cation. it comesfrom Aaron WaIters, One Ofthe

managing partners ofGreen City Power; in response to severaI questions from me regarding the steam pipes and

GCP-s execution ofa bid with the state.

BevEdwards

Bev Edwards

603-878-3227

nadesha@msn.com

From: Aa「on WaIte「s <aWalters@greencity-POWer.COm>

Sent: WednesdaY; October 19, 2O16 10:47 PM

CIarifications:

1. GreenCity Power’s proposal was to acqui「e the STEAM DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM ANDTHE STEAM GENERATION

PしAN丁So GreenCity PowerwouId have acquired and maintained the steam pipes (ie: aPPrOX8 miIes of

underground pipes) as weIi asthe generation pIant.

2. GreenCitv Powersubm請ed a Formal Proposa! tothe State (dated FebⅢarγ4, 2016〉

3. G「eenCity Power made mu柑ple attempts to fo=ow-uP With the State re: Our ProposaI to invest $20M+ into the

entire steam piant and dis面bution system, COntingent ONLY on finding a Mutually-Acceptable path forward with

the State. The State refused to meet with GreenCity Power.

Proof is in the Numbers:

A.  In winte「 of 201与-2016 the use「s (State, City & Downtown Business District〉 were paying aoprox$45/Mlbs for

Steam.

B.　Under GreenCity’s proposai :

a.　State Bu=dings wouId have paid: $34/Mlbs (a 25% reduction in Steam Price〉

b.　City & Downtown Businesseswouid have paid: $40/MIbs Ia 12% reduction in Steam price)

C.  Impact of State′s Decision to Convert to Gas, uSing current low gas priees:

a.　State’s cost ofSteam usinggas: ;52/Mibs (a 53% PREMlUM to GreenCitY’s offer and 15% premium to whatthev

PaidIastyear!)

b.　City [Govemment]’s cost ofSteam usinggas: $115/Mibs (a 287% PREMIUM to GreenCity’s offer〉

C.　Downtown Businesses cost ofsteam using gas: $68/Mlbs (a 70% PREMIUM to GreenCity’s offer).

(RECAしL: The costof heating has 4 basic components: (1〉 fuei cost, 〈2〉 operations & maintenance costs, (3) bo=er

e簡ciency, (4) capitai cost. The State has repeatedly made the error of comparing iust the cost of FueI (gas cost of

so.95lthe「m) to the total deIivered cost of heat/steam.)

lof2 10/26/2016 11:4与AM



Re: More Concord Steam Infbrmation

The KEY POINTS are:

(a〉 In February 2016, G「eenCity Power made an offerthat would have bene請ed ALしCuStOmerS OfConcord Steam

(incIudingAii State Bu=dings, A= downtown bu冊ngs, A= City bu冊ings)

(b) The State refused to meet or discuss GreenCjty’s proposai

(c〉 Since the State had NO INTERESTin discussing GreenCity Powe「’s proposaI, and Concord Steam was driven out of

business, a= users we「e forced to find an aitemative source ofhea軸g. 1t isforthis reason thatthe issues about

abandoningthe steam pipes hascome up.Thiswasaii avoidable!

The net resuits are:

(i) Higher heating costs for a旧ormerConcord Steam Customers

(ii) Substantiai capitaI investment required by the City/State/Downtown Businesses

(iii) Highe「 CO2 and GHG emissions bY COnVertingto a foss旧uel

(iv) added st「ain on New Hampshire’s Timber/Forestry industry.

Bestregards,

Aaron Walters, CFA
Managing Partner

GreenCitY Power

(丁〉 630-386-3900

10O N. Riverside Plaza

Suite1670

Chicago,iL60606

WWW.green City-POWer.CO m

20f2 10/26/2016 11:4与AM





The State of New Hampshire

Department of Environmental Services

Thomas §。 Burack, Commissioner

December 16, 2016

Mr. Thomas C. Dender

Temessee Gas Pipeline LLC

lOOI Louisiana Street

Houston, Texas 77002

Re:　Request for Pub獲ic Hearing Regarding

Concord Expansion Compressor Station #270BI

Mammoth Rd., Pe萱ha血, New Hampshire

臆臆_Fac導rty ID堆301191266; J垣Plication糾5-0300
へへ　　　ヽ二、、‾　　--

Dear M. Dender:

The New Hanpshire Depa血1ent Of Envirormental Servi∞S (DES) has received a request for a public

hearing regarding the draft pemit for Temessee Gas Pipe Company, LLC, Concord Expausion Compressor

Station #270Bl, Mammoth Rd., Pelhan, New Hanpshire. As a result of血e request, DES will be holding a

Public hearing regarding the al)OVe mentioned draft pem証. The hearing will be held on Wednesday, January

18, 2017, at 6:00 p.m. at the Pelham Town HaIl located at 6 VilIage Green, Pe皿a血, New Hampshire. DES

has encIosed a copy of血e public notice in accordan∞ Wi心血e New Hanpshire Code ofAdministrative Rules

Env-A 622.05(e)(2), Re〈秘estsjZ,r Public HGarjng

If you have any questions regarding血e public hearing, Please contact John McCutch∞n Of the Air

Resour∞S Division, Pemitting & Envirormental Health Bureau by calling (603) 271 -0886 or via e-mail at

iohn. mccuthueon⑦くねs. nk gol;.

S血ce鯵1y,

図回四四四
Catherine A. Beahm

_} A垂Permit嚢虫gram Ma哩g隻や_ __一〇

Perm舶ng and Enviもmental Health Bureau

Cab/vhd

f砂cert第edmail #7011 /570 0003 6778 473I

EncIosures: Public hearing noti∞

CC:　　Town of Pelham

Hearing requestors

Michael Zeilstra, Kinder Morgan

WWW,des,nh.gov

29 Hazen Drive. PO Box 95. Concord, NH O3302-0095

(603〕 271-3503. TDD Access: Relay NH l-800-735-2964



STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICE S
. AIR RESOURCES DIViSION

CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE

NOTICE OF PERMⅡT REVIEW

PUBLIC HEARING AND COMMENT PERIOD

On October 1 4, 20 1 6, the New Hampshire Department of Envirormental Services, Air

Resour∞S Division @ES), Published a public noti∞ Of its intent to issue, amend, Or deny a State

Pemit to Operate to:

Termessee Gas PiDeIine ComDanV. LLC

Concord ExDanSion ComDreSSOr Station #270BI

Mammoth Road

Pelham. New HamDShire

For the Following Device:

One ComDreSSOr Turbine and One Emergencv Generator

The October 14’201 6 public noti∞ SPeCified the procedures for requesting a public

hearing. A request for a pめfro hearing was subsequently創ed wi血DES in accordan∞ wi血

Env-A 621.06.珊e Din如has granted the request for a public hearing and has scheduled血e

hearing for Wednesday, Ja皿ary 18, 2017, at 6:00 PM at柾記Pelham Tbwn Hall located at 6

Village G記en, Pelhe慣らNH O3076.

PIease note仇at? in the event of inc獲ement weather? the hearing win instead be heId

at the same ti血e and Iocation on Wednesdayl January 25? 2017. Ifthe January 18 hearing

date is pos申Oned, nOtification will be made on血e WMUR website (WWW_.COm) under

“clos血gs’’.

The application and draft pemlit are on刷e with the Director, New Hampshire

Department of Envirormenta血Servi∞S, Air Resources Division, 29 Hazen Drive, P.O. Box 95,

Concord, NH O3302-0095, (603) 27ト1370. Infomation may be reviewed at血e o能∞ during

WOrking hours from 8 a.m・ tO 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. Additional infomation may also

be obtained by ∞ntaCting Jo血McCutcheon at血e above address and phone nunber. Written

OOrrmentS則ed with血e Dir∞tOr nO later than January 25, 201 7 shall be ∞usidered by the

Dir∞tOr in making a final decision.

Craig A. Wright
Director

Air Resources Division





          NH Pipeline Health Study Group 

          c/o RMHusband@gmail.com  

 

 

 

January 18, 2017 

 

Craig A. Wright, Director Air Resources Division 

Director, Air Resources Division  

NH Department of Environmental Services 

29 Hazen Drive, P.O. Box 95 

Concord, NH 03302-0095 

 

RE: Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company, LLC Application for Renewal Permit 

Concord Expansion Compressor Station #270B1 on Mammoth Road, Pelham, NH 

Application No. 15-0300 

 

Dear Director Wright: 

 

The NH Pipeline Health Study Group would like to thank the DES for holding this public hearing on the 

air permit renewal application for the Concord Expansion Compressor Station in Pelham, NH.  The 

position expressed in our October 28, 2016 letter requesting this hearing has not changed:  to protect 

citizens, the DES should first conclude its fracked gas analysis, followed by appropriate Env-A 1400 

rule changes and assessment of the operational and health impacts of Liberty Utilities’ gas expansion 

plans on the Pelham compressor station, before considering the permit application.
1
  But, we would like 

to offer more information supporting our position, as well as comments concerning data gathering, 

modeling and measures to reduce emissions should the Pelham or any other New Hampshire compressor 

station be allowed to operate going forward.   

 

Although the Pelham compressor station is relatively small in size (6,346 HP) and has been permitted 

for full-time use, it has run only a very small percentage of the time and we are concerned that there 

exists a serious health risk if its use is intensified as seems the clear result of gas expansion plans.  Our 

concerns are borne out by a 2016 Health Consultation study around the smaller (5,400 HP) Brigich gas 

compressor in Pennsylvania.  

 

After receiving numerous complaints of health problems such as nausea, headache, burning upper 

respiratory tract, nosebleeds and stinging eyes, the federal Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease 

Registry (“ATSDR”) undertook a study on the air quality around the Brigich compressor station in 

Chartiers Township, PA., a copy of which accompanies.   The results of this study indicate that it is vital 

to monitor and control air emissions from compressor stations, even compressor stations the size of the 

one at Pelham.  

  

                                                        
1
 Otherwise, any issued permit should be expressly conditioned on public review and reassessment of the matter 

upon the conclusion of these considerations.   

mailto:RMHusband@gmail.com


2 
 

In this study, the ATSDR detected nine chemicals that exceeded health-based comparison values (CV) -- 

acetaldehyde, benzene, carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, crotonaldehyde, formaldehyde, 1,2-

dichloroethane, 1-methoxy-2-propanone, and 1,1,2-trichloroethane. Hydrogen sulfide was also found to 

be a contaminant of concern, exceeding its health-based CV.  (pages 8, 11, 13)  In addition, the average 

level of fine particulate matter (PM2.5) detected during the study (12.4 ug/m3) fell within the range 

where health effects can be expected. (World Health Organization 11-15 ug/m3 quoted on page 33) 

 

As bad as these finding are, the ATSDR acknowledges that this study has significant limitations which 

may mask even worse concerns: it lacks continuous ambient air data from all seasons of the year, 

limiting its ability to assess long-term chronic and short-term peak chemical exposures; and it may not 

have adequately captured peak emissions incidents such as blowdowns or flaring events. Because of 

these shortcomings in the data gathering, the health risk from compressor station emissions is likely to 

be greater than what this study has detected.   

 

In this study’s recommendations, the ATSDR calls for the appropriate environmental agencies to collect 

emission source or fence-line samples of a wide range of chemicals for long term and peak exposures. It 

also recommends air modeling of fugitive and combustion emissions at compressor stations to gain 

greater understanding of air quality near these facilities.  

 

Beyond data gathering and modeling, the ATSDR recommends taking steps to control the release of 

emissions at the source, to protect sensitive populations living near compressor stations.  

 

Accordingly, please require all New Hampshire compressor stations to have fence-line air quality 

monitoring that gathers data whenever the station is operating, including during blowdowns and venting, 

and to use the following technology to control air pollutants at the source: 

 

*      Air-operated control valves rather than gas-operated valves which vent gas to the air each 

time they open or shut; 

*      Sufficient on-site containment for venting events and blow-downs.  

*      Equipment to capture and recover fugitive emissions should be located within the structures 

that house above-ground gas pipeline facilities.  

 

Indeed, in addition to appropriate health-protective limitations on operational frequency and volume of 

emissions, the NH Pipeline Health Study Group strongly urges the DES to adopt all of the ATSDR’s 

recommendations as conditions for the Pelham compressor station, and any other compressor station, 

that may be allowed to operate going forward. 

 

Fugitive releases and blowdowns are a huge cause of compressor station emissions. Metropolitan 

Engineering Consulting and Forensics Services, an environmental consulting firm that specializes in 

remediation of petroleum spills, has found that U.S. compressor stations annually lose 50 billion cubic of 

fugitive emissions, and another seven billion cubic feet of emissions from blowdowns.
2
  They recommend 

keeping compressors pressurized when off-line; connecting blowdown vent lines to the fuel gas system to 

recover the vented gas; installing static seals on compressor rod packing; installing ejectors on blowdown 

vent lines to enable leaked gas to be pumped into an operating compressor or fuel gas system.   

                                                        
2
 See https://sites.google.com/site/metropolitanenvironmental/the-lowdown-on-gas-compressor-blowdown-the-

dirty-truth-of-unreportable-emissions. 

https://sites.google.com/site/metropolitanenvironmental/the-lowdown-on-gas-compressor-blowdown-the-dirty-truth-of-unreportable-emissions
https://sites.google.com/site/metropolitanenvironmental/the-lowdown-on-gas-compressor-blowdown-the-dirty-truth-of-unreportable-emissions
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These are all relatively low-cost measures to reduce emissions, far less than the cost of negative health 

effects in the surrounding community. Fracking uses many chemicals listed by the state as Regulated 

Toxic Air Pollutants. Shale gas contains higher levels of radon than conventional natural gas. Radon 

degrades into relatively long-lived radioactive lead. 

 

Some additional thoughts and comments … 

 

As discussed at the group’s September meeting with the DES in Concord, blowdowns require careful 

monitoring.  Blowdowns are generally planned, of course, and, as part of the DES modeling/analysis in 

this matter, we would appreciate it if the DES confirmed pertinent average yearly blowdown data for the 

Pelham compressor station with Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company (number of times, volume each time, 

etc.) and factored that into its modeling and analysis—supported, of course, by the actual collection of 

data during planned blowdowns.  Unfortunately, unplanned blowdowns may involve far greater releases 

of emissions than planned ones, as the pipeline company has the ability (with the right equipment) to 

pump the gas out of the pressurized area before a planned blowdown, but no such opportunity with an 

unplanned one.   

 

Dr. Curtis L. Nordgaard, referenced in our prior submissions to the DES, advises that one of the 

problems with both mercury and lead emissions near homes is that both may accumulate in dust.  As 

part of its methodology, we believe that the DES should identify the levels of these toxins which may be 

growing in nearby homes or other buildings over time, and assess the adverse health effects.  Dr. 

Nordgaard has suggested that testing the total gamma, beta and alpha radiation might be one approach, 

absent a better one. 

 

Dr. David Carpenter, another doctor concerned with the adverse health effects of fracked gas emissions 

who heads up the School of Public Health and an Environmental Health program at New York 

University in Albany, New York, and who has been involved in this field of testing, advises that the best 

way to monitor for formaldehyde is using a badge that is placed near the site of interest, and left open 

for a number of hours before it is removed and sent for analysis.  If the DES is considering another 

method, we would greatly appreciate a discussion about this. 

 

The NH Pipeline Health Study Group urges the DES to continue to set a high standard for protecting the 

health of New Hampshire’s people. Thank you very much. 

 

       Sincerely, 

        

       //s// Richard Husband 

       Duly Authorized, on behalf of: 

 

NH Pipeline Health Study Group: 

 

       By its Board/Members: 

 

       //s// Beverly Edwards 

       Chairperson 
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       //s// Liz Fletcher 

       Board Member 

        

       //s//Douglas Whitbeck 

       Board Member    

 

       //s//Gwen Whitbeck 

       Board Member 

        

       //s//Susan Durling 

       Board Member 

 

       //s//Julia Steed Mawson 

       Board Member 

 

       //s//Marilyn Learner 

       Board Member 

 

       //s//Richard Husband 

       Board Member 





Wo「ld has th「ee yea「s left to stop dange「ous climate change, Wa「n eXPertS I Environment l The Guardian

Wbrld has three years left to stop dangerous

Climate change, Wam eXPertS

Fomer UN climate c鵬ef Christiana Figueres anong signato血es of letter wam血g血at the next t血ee years

Win be crucial to stopp血g the worst effects ofglobal warming

Fiona Harvey Environment corresponde血

Wednesday 28 」une 2017 13.00 EDT

Avoiding dangerous levels of climate change is still just about possible, but will require

unprecedented effort and coordination from govemments, businesses, Citizens and scientists in

the next three years, a grOuP Of prominent experts has wamed.

Wamings over global warming have picked up pace in recent months, eVen aS the political

environment has grown chilly with Donald Trump’s formal announcement of the US’s withdrawal

from the Paris agreement. This year,s weather has beaten high temperature records in some

regions, and 2014, 2O15 and 2016 were the hottest years on record.

But while temperatures have risen, global carbon dioxide emissions have stayed broadly flat for

the past three years. This gives hope that the worst e紐∋CtS Of climate change - devastating
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droughts, floods, heatwaves and irreversible sea level rises - may be avoided, aCCOrding to a letter

Published in the joumal Nature this week.

The authors, including former UN climate chief Christiana Figueres and Hans Joachim

Sche11nhuber of the Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change, argue that the next three years

Wi11 be crucial. They calculate that if emissions can be brought permanently lower by 2O20 then

the temperature thresholds leading to runaway irreversible climate change will not be breached.

Figueres, the executive secretary ofthe UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, under

Whom the Paris agreement was signed, Said: “We stand at the doorway ofbeing able to bend the

emissions curve downwards by 2O2O, aS SCience demands, in protection ofthe UN sustainable

development goals, and in particular the eradication of extreme poverty. This monumental

Challenge coincides with an unprecedented openness to selfLchallenge on the part of sub-national

govemments inside the US, gOVemmentS at all levels outside the US, and of the private sector in

general. The opportunity given to us over the next three years is unique in history:’

Schellnhuber, director of the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, added: “The maths

is brutally dear: While the world can,t be healed within the next few years, it may be fatally

WOunded by negligence [before] 2O2O:’

Scientists have been waming that time is fast runnmg Out tO StaVe Offthe worst e無鷺tS Of

Warming, and some milestones may have slipped out of reach. In the Paris agreement,

govemments pledged an “aspirational’’goal ofholding warming to no more than l.5C, a level

Which it is hoped will spare most ofthe world’s Iowest-1ying islands from inundation. But a

growing body ofresearch has suggested this is fast becommg lmPOSSible.

Paris’s less stringent, but且rmer, gOal of preventing warming from exceeding 2C above pre-

industrial levels is also in doubt.

The authors point to signs that the trend of upward emissions is being reversed, and to

technoIogical progress that promises Iower emissions for the future. Renewable energy use has

SOaLred, Creating a foundation for permanently lowermg emissions. Coal use is showing clear signs

Of decline in key regions, including China and India. Govemments, despite Trump’s

PrOnOunCementS, are forging ahead with plans to reduce greenhouse gases.

The authors called for political and business leaders to continue tackling emissions and meeting

the Paris goals without the US. `As before Paris, We muSt remember that impossible is not a fact,

it,s an attitude;, they wrote.

They set out six goals for 2O2O which they said could be adopted at the G2O meeting in Hamburg

On 7-8 July. These include increasing renewable energy to 3O% of electricity use; Plans from

leading cities and states to decarbonise by 2O5O; 15% ofnew vehicles sold to be electric; and

reforms to land use, agriculture, heavy industry and the finance sector, tO enCOurage green

growth.

Prof Gail Whiteman said the signs from technical innovation and economics were encouraging:
“Climate science underlines the unavoidable urgency of our challenge, but equa11y important is

the fact that the economic, teChnical and social analyses show that we can resoundingly rise to

the challenge through collective action:’
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While the greenhouse gases poured into the atmosphere over the last two centuries have only

gradually taken e任ect, future changes are likely to be faster, SCientists fear. Johan Rockstr6m of

the Stockholm Resilience Centre said: “Wt have been blessed by a remarkably resilient planet

OVer the past lOO yearS, able to absorb most ofour dimate abuse. Now we have reached the end

Ofthis era, and need to bend the global curve of emissions immediately, tO aVOid unmanageable

OutCOmeS for our modern world:,

Since you’re here …

... we have a sma11 favour to ask. More people are reading the Guardian than ever but advertising

revenues across the media are falling fast. And unlike many news organisations, We haven’t put

up a paywall - We Want tO keep ourjoumalism as open as we can. So you can see why we need to

ask for your help. The Guardian’s independent, investigative joumalism takes a lot oftime,

money and hard work to produce. But we do it because we believe our perspective matters -

because it might we11 be your perspective, tOO.

I appreciate there not being a paywall: it is more democratic for the media to be availalJle for all

and not a commodity to be purchased by a few. I’m happy to make a contribution so others with

less means still have access to information. Thomasine F-R.

If everyone who reads our reporting, Who likes it, helps fund it, Our future would be much more

SeCure. For as li血e a§ $1, yOu Can SuPPO虹the Guardian - and it only takes a minute. Thank you.

Support the Guardian

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 ‾
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Centu「y, StUdies say

By Ashley Strick看and, CNN

① updated 9:37 PM ET, Mon Juiy 31, 2017

Live丁V

Source: CNN

Undeniable climate change facts O2:24

Story highIights

The Earth’s gIobai temperature couId rise

CIose to o「 more than two degrees by 2100,

Studies say

One study suggests that a gIobal temperature

rise of l,3 degrees may aIready be ’’baked in’’

矧書orS Wote; ′′771e C/〃nate Crisis; A CNN 7b肋Ha〃 Event

W肋AI Gore’’vWa存at 9 p.m. ETon 7t/eSCky AugustI, On

CN出

(CNN)一By the end ofthe century, the giobal temperatu「e is

iikely to rise mo「e than 2 degrees Celsius, Or 3.6 degre鳥S.

Fahrenheit.

丁his rise in temperature is the ominous concIusion reached by

two d肝erent studies using entirely d肝erent methods published

in the joumai Nature Ciimate Change on Monday.

One study used statisticai analysis to show that there is a 95% chance that Earth w川Wa「m mO「e than 2 degrees

at century’s end, and a l% chance that it-s beiow l.5 C.

豊　Byusingthissite, yOu agreetOthe Privacy PoIicyand鴫rms of

Service,

http://www,Cnn ,COm/201 7/07/3 1 /heaIthlciimate-Change-tWO-degrees-Studies/index.htmI

※霊蕊t,n。
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emission mitigation poiicies, Achieving the goal of less than l,5 C wa「ming w冊require carbon intensity to dedine

much faster than in the recent past,’’

Related A「ticIe: Scientists highIight

deadly heaith risks of ciimate change

Photos: The effects of ciimate change on

the worid

The second study anaIyzed past emissions of greenhouse

gases and the bumIng Of foss旧uels to show that even if

humans suddeniy stopped buming fossiI fueis now, Ea「th w帥

COntinue to heat up about two more degrees by 2100, lt aIso

COnCIuded that jf emissions continue fo「 15 more years, Which

lS mOre likely than a sudden stop, Earth-s giobai temperature

COuId rise as much as 3 degrees.

’’Even if we wouid stop bu「ning foss旧ueis today, then the

Earth wouId continue to warm sIowly,’一said Thorsten

Mauritsen, autho「 Of the second study. ’’it is this committed

Warming that we estjmate.’一

-faken togethe「, the simiiar resuits p「esent a grim reaiity,

’’丁hese studjes a「e pa「t of the emerging scien珊C

understanding that we’re in even hotter water than we’d

thought,” said B冊McKibben, an enVironmentaiist not af帥ated

With eithe「 study∴’We-「e a iong ways down the path to

disastrous globaI warming, and the po=cy response --

especia=y in the United States ○○ has been pathetica=y

underwheIming.’’

Because both studies were compieted before the United

States left the Paris Ag「eement under President Trump eariie「

this year, that has not been accounted for in eithe「 Study.

’’ClearIy the US ieaving the Paris Agreement wouId make the 2

C o「 l.5 C targets even harder to achieve than they currently

are:一said Baftery,

Why two degrees?

The 2 degree mark ○○ that’s a rise of 3.6 degrees Fahrenheit in gIobai temperature ○○ WaS Set by the 2016 Pa「is

Agreement, lt was first proposed as a th「eshoid by `胤e economist W剛am Nordhaus in 1977. The c=mate has been

Wa「mIng SInCe the buming offossiI fueis began in the late 1800s during the industriai RevoIution, reSearChers say.

Related Content: 2 degrees: key to

Ciim

If we su「pass that mark, it has been estimated by scientists

that iife on our pIanet w帥Change as we know it. Bising seas,

mass extinctjons, SuPer droughts, increased w=d冊es, intense

hurriCaneS, decreased crops and fresh water and the meIting

Of the Arctic are expected.

The impact on human heaith wouid be profound. Bising

temperatures and shIfts in weather wouId Iead to reduced air

quality, food and wate「 contamination, mO「e infections carried

by mosquitoes and ticks and stress on mentaI heaIth,

according to a recent report from the Medicai Society

Consortium on Ciimate and Heaith,

rl lrrQn†il/ †ho ¥∧/nrlH Haal†h nrnani7鉦nn 。e†imates that 12.6

By using this site, yOu agree tO the P「ivacy Po音icy and Lerms of me Weather
Meen 2030

Service.

皿p:lIWw"Cnn.COm/201 7107/31 /heaIth/c=mate-Change-twO-degrees-Studies/index.htmi
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and 2050 is expected to cause 250,000 additional globaI deaths, aCCOrding to the WHO.

See lceland-s melting glacie「s in 360○ ○ Click and d「ag to Iook around O4:06

Our potential future

The first study used popuiation, Carbon emission and gross domestic product data from 152 countries (accounting

fo「 98.7% of the worId’s population as of 2015) over the past 50 years to develop a new statisticaI modei, Said

Raftery, a PrOfessor of statistics and socioiogy at the University of Washington.

Many studies come from the intergovemmentai Panei on Climate change and use ciimate model scenarios一- nOt

forecasts ○○ tO uSe aS eXamPles of what might happen, based on specific assumptions about economics,

POPuiation and carbon emissions in the future.

”This leaves open the question of how iikeiy they are, Or Whether they cover the range of possib胴es,一i Baftery said.

’一in cont「ast, Our reSuIts are statisticaiiy based and probab掴Stic, in that they aim to cover the range of likeIy

OutCOmeS,’’

What Bafte「y and his colieagues discovered is that popuiation

iS nOt a factor.

i’This is due to the fact that much of the expected future

POPuiation growth w川be in Africa言n countries whose carbon

emlSSiOnS are Currentiy very iow,’’Baftery said,

The study confirms concIusions of many other studies, Said

B… Hare, director and senior scientists of nonprofit Climate

」y.

By using this site, yOu agree tO the Privacy Policy and lt)rmS Of

Service, about where

3aSe in the



Related A両Cle: Higher seas to fIood

dozens of US cities, Study says; is yours

One Ofthem?

Reiated Articie: Where climate change is

th「eatening the heaith of Ame「icans

ambition of ciimate and energy poiicies,’’Hare said.

The othe「臼nding of the study suggests that achieving a goai

Of less than l,5 Ceisius warming would require carbon

intensity to decIine faster than it has in the past. ’一The whoIe

PurPOSe Of climate and energy poIicy is to acceIerate

decarbonisation and this w川necessariiy be faster than what

We have seen gioba=y,l’Hare said.

Mauritsen, autho「 Of the second study and climate researcher

at Max Pianck lnstitute for Meteo「oiogy, also shared thoughts

On Raftery’s findings.

’’it seems interesting in that it uses an economic statistical

model that accounts for an increasing energy efficiency as

SOCieties deveIop,’’Mauritsen said. ’’it shows that the l,5 to 2

degrees ta「gets w冊not be met without additionaI mitigatjon,

and suggests that a focus on energy efflciency is the best way

fo剛ard.1-

丁he impact of ou「 past

By combining observations of past giobal wa「ming and how much heat and carbon is being captured and taken in

by the ocean, Mau「itsen and his co-author, Robert Pincus, found that even though CO2 has an incredibiy iong

iifetime in the atmosphere, the ocean-s absorption capacity may reduce estimates of giobal warming by O.2

degrees Ceisius.

丁hey arrived at the一’committed’’warming of l.3 Celsius by 2100, and the estimate inciuding the ocean factor is l,1

degrees Ceisius, But that is st川nearly 2 deg「ees Fahrenheit: 1.8, tO be precise,

Related Artic寡e: Haii of a forecast:

Ciimate change means fewer haiistorms

but bigger ha=

i’What the study is not concemed with is how future emissions

might develop,’’Mauritsen said.一’This is a societai probiem

Where we as physicaI scientists have fairly l圃e to add,丁hese

future emissions w川, however, add warming on top ofthe

already comm柾ed warming and so ou「 study can act as a

base=ne for estimating how far we are from reaching various

tempe「atu「e targets, ’’

Hare aiso found thjs study to be consistent with previous

PaPerS On giobaI temperatures on the rise.

”lt shows, ln effect, that unIess we start reducing emissions

quickiy ○○ SOOn there is a risk that we w川OVerShoot

temperature limits like l.5 or 2 degrees C,’’Hare said, ’’it is just

another confirmation of how dangerous the present situation

iS unIess CO2 emissions, Which have flatiined in the iast few

years, rea=y start dropping,

’’丁his addresses a somewhat different question, nameiy how

much warming ShouId we expect iffossjI fuei emissjons were

to suddeniy cease,’’Raftery said. ’’in contrast, Our Study tries

to assess how much warmlng We Should expect given reaiistic

future trajectories of emissions,丁hus the othe「 study p「ovides

へ'〈=′〈γ h〈…′」 ^n ^`′r`〈〈十〈r' ^m;へ∩:〈nn ^nパ‘^′〆、rming, and this

By using this site, yOu agree tO the P「ivacy Policy and鴫「ms of We WOuId

Service.



Related Articie: Dep「ession, anXiety,

P丁SD: The mentai impact of ciimate

Change

三三二三二幸
Related Articleこ5 things you can do

about c=mate change

Join the conversation

See the iatest news and share your

COmmentS With CNN HeaIth on Facebook and

¶N皿e「.

What can be done?

Researchers know that if the「e is any hope of preventing the

OutCOmeS they incIude in their findings, Changing pubIic

POIicy is key.

”The next few years a「e going to be key in the fight against

global wa「ming:’said Dargan Frierson, CO-author of the first

Study・ ’’Are we goIng tO get tO WOrk insta冊ng ciean energy, Or

Stick to old po=uting sources? If we donlt act quickly, We

better get to wo「k prepa「ing for many severe consequences

Of a much hotter worId.’一

i-丁here are oniy two reaiistic paths toward avoiding iong-run

disaster: increased financiai incentives to avoid g「eenhouse

gas emlSSIOnS and greatiy increased funding for research that

Wii=ead to at least partiaI technoiogica晒xes:’said Dick

Stalセ, eCOnOmist and co-author of the second study. ’’Neithe「

is free. Both are better than the catastrophe at the end ofthe

Current Path.’’

SiIver linings and hope are hard to find in ciimate change

Studies, but they also don’t account for every factor,

’’丁he oniy bright point is that, aS the study autho「s say, they

haven’t factored in the plummeting cost of soiar power,一’

McKibben said. ’’That-s the one way out we sti= might take --

but oniy if our govemments take fu= advantage ofthe

breakthroughs our engineers have produced.’’

By using this site, yOu agree tO the P「ivacy Policy and “It!「mS Of

SenIice.
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㊥GLOBAしCしiIVIATE CHANGE
VitaI Signs of the Planet

Sc冒ent師c consensus: Ea皿’s ciimate is wam冒ng

1880　　　　1 900　　　　1 920　　　　1 940　　　　1 960　　　　1 980　　　　2000　　　　2020

巾emperature data from four intemational science institutions. A= show rapid wa「ming in the past few

decades and that the last decade has been the warmest on record. Data sources: NASAis Godda「d

lnstitute for Space Studies, NOAA NationaI CIimatic Data Center, Met Offlce HadIey Centre/Climatic

Resea「ch Unit and the Japanese Meteo「oIogicai Agency.

Mu-tip-e studies pub-ished in peer-reViewed scientific journaIsI

Show that 97 percent or mo「e of activeIy pubiishing cIimate

SCientists agree*: CIimate-Warming t「ends over the past century

are ext「emely likely due to human activities. ln addition, mOSt Of

the Ieading scien珊c organizations worldwide have issued public

StatementS endorsing this position. The foIiowing is a partia=ist

Of these organizations, aiong with =nks to their pubIished

StatementS and a selection of 「elated 「esources.

AMERICAN SC8ENTIF音C SOC8ET漢ES

Statement on c看imate change from 18 scientific

associations

’’Observations throughout the world make jt clear that cIimate

Change is occurring, and rigo「ous scien珊c research

霊諾請書三豊等祷S emitted by human

American Association for the Advancement of
Science

Latest resou rces

Video: GreenIand,s

thinning ice

Video: Ocean

CircuIation piays an

important r○○e in

abso「bing carbon f「om

the atmosphere

Video: Annual A「ctic

Sea ice m盲nimum 1979。

2O16 with area g「aph



’’The scientific evidence is cIear: giobal

CIimate change caused by human

activities is occurring now, and it is a

growing th「eat to society.・一(2006)3

American Chemical Society

一一Comprehensive scien珊c assessments

Of our current and potentiaI future

CIimates cIearly indicate that cIimate

Change is real, Ia「gely attributabIe to

圏圏Chemistry forしife’

emissions f「om human activities, and potentia=y a very serious

p「obIem.・・ (2004)4

American GeophysicaI Union

’一Human-induced ciimate change requires

urgent action, Humanity is the majo「

infIuence on the gIobaI climate change

Observed over the past 50 yea「s. Rapid

闘A個U
Ameriくan Geophysiくal union

SOCietaI responses can significantIy iessen negative outcomes

(Adopted 2003, 「eVised and rea冊med 2007, 2012, 2013)5

American Medical
Association

’’OurAMA … SuPPOrtS the findings of the

lnte「gove「nmentaI Panei on Ciimate

Change’s fourth assessment repo巾and

COnCurS With the scientific consensus that the Ea巾h is

unde「going adve「Se giobaI ciimate change and that

anth「opogenic cont「ibutions are sign師cant.・・ (2013〉6

American Meteoro音ogica音

Society

一’lt is cIear f「om extensive scientific

evidence that the dominant cause of the

rapid change in cIimate ofthe past haIf

Century is human-induced increases in the amount of

atmospheric greenhouse gases言ncluding carbon

ChIo「ofIuorocarbons, methane, and nitrous oxide, 嵩罫C02),

American Physicai Society

’一丁he evidence is incont「overtibIe: GiobaI warming is occu「「ing. 1f

no mitigating actions a「e taken, Significant disruptions in the



Earth’s physical and ecoIogicaI systems,

SOCiaI systems, SeCurity and human

heaIth are =kely to occur. We must

嵩嵩崇琵覇enhouse gases

丁he GeoIogical Society of

America

’’丁he GeoIogicaI Society of America

(GSA) concurs with assessments by the

NationaI Academies of Science (2005),

国
丁H亡

GEOLOGICAし

50CI己W

OF AMERICA㊦

the Nationai Resea「ch Council (2OO6), and the lntergovemmentai

Panei on CIimate Change (iPCC, 2007) that globaI ciimate has

Warmed and that human activities (mainiy greenhouse-gaS

emissions) account for most of the wa「ming since the middle

1900s.一一(2006; reVised 201 0)9

SC音ENCE ACADEM音ES

Intemationa音academies: Joint statement

’’CIimate change is reaI, The「e w川aIways be unce巾ainty in

understanding a system as complex as the worId’s climate.

However there is now st「Ong eVidence that significant gIoba!

Wa「mlng IS OCCur「ing. The evidence comes from di「ect

measurements of rising surfece ai「 temperatu「es and subsurface

OCean temPe「atureS and f「om phenomena such as increases in

ave「age gIobaI sea IeveIs, retreating giaciers, and changes to

many physicai and bioIogicai systems, it is likeIy that most ofthe

Wa「mlng in 「eCent decades can be a軸buted to human activities

(iPCC 2001).一・ (2005, 11 inte「nationaI science academies)10

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere." (2005)11

U。S。 Nationa音Academy of

Sciences

’’丁he scientific understanding of climate

Change is now su冊Cientiy ciear to justify

taking steps to 「educe the amount of

U。S, GOVERNMEN丁AGENC8ES



∪。S。 G看oba音Change Research

Program

’’丁he gIobaI warming ofthe past 50 yea「s

is due p「imariIy to human-induced

increases in heat-traPPing gases. Human

Unlted States

賃料と据篤。a m

’fingerprints’aIso have been identified in many other aspects of

the climate system, including changes in ocean heat content,

PreCipitation, atmOSPhe「ic moisture, and Arctic sea ice.一一(2009,

13 U.S. gove「nment departments and agencies)12

音N丁ERGOVERNMEN丁AL BOD音ES

1ntergovemmental Pane案on

Climate Change

“Wa「ming of the climate system is

unequivocal, and since the 1950s, many

Of the observed changes a「e

unprecedented over decades to m冊emia,丁he atmosphere and

OCean have wa「med, the amounts ofsnow and ice have

diminished, and sea levei has 「isen.,・13

“Human influence on the cIimate system is clear, and recent

anthropogenic emissions of g「eenhouse gases a「e the highest in

:嵩禁書詩宗宵e had widesp’ead impacts

O丁HER RESOURCES

List of wo「1dwide scientific organizations

丁he fo=owing page Iists the nearIy 200 worIdwide scientific

Organizations that hoId the position that ciimate change has been

CauSed by human action.

皿p://opr.ca.gov/s」istoforganizations.php

U。S。 agenCies

The foIiowing page contains information on what federaI

agencies a「e doing to adapt to cIimate change.

皿p:〃www.c2es.o「g/docUpioads/fede「aI-agenCies-adaptation.pdf



“fechnica恢a `tonsensus’’is a generaI agIeement Of ophion,

but the scien綱c me紡od steers us away from t航s to an obiecuve

hamewo庇/n science, facts or observa存ons aI℃ eXp/ahed by a

hypo的esis佃sfatement ofa poss砂Ie explana的n for some

natural phenomeno/功Which can的en be tested and retesfed

unf” /t /s re加ted佃r dsprove少.

As scienfists ga的er more observauons,紡ey wW bu〃d off one

exp/anafron and add defa〃s to complete的e pictuI℃. Eventua肋a

gIt)up Of hypo的eses mゆht be infeg伯ted and geneIa侮ed hto a

SCien棚c theoIy a SCien紡ca均y acceptabIe generaI pmc佃fe or

body ofp肩nc佃Ies o胎red fo explain phenomena.
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丁rump admin雪st「ation repo「t a軸butes

C看imate change to ’human activities-

By Gregory Wa=ace

Updated 9:30 PM E丁F「i November 3, 2017

SouI℃e: CNN

UndeniabIe climate change facts O2:24

(CNN)一A sign南Cant federai govemment study reieased Friday軸ds “no convincing aitemative expIanation一' for the

ChangIng CIImate Other than ’’human activities, eSPeCia=y emissions of greenhouse gases.,i

When drafts of the report were circulated ea「Ijer this year, SOme Participants voiced concem that President DonaId

TrumpIs administration would seek to somehow interfere with the report, due to skeptjcism from Trump and others

in his administration about ciimate science・ lTump has nominated ciimate skeptics to top Environmentai Protection

Agency posts, and his administration has actively worked to dismantie ciimate protections, aIong with pu川ng out of

the Paris c=mate accord,

But the study released Friday spoke spec胴Ca=y to the effects

and costs of cIimate change.

’’丁his assessment concIudes, based on extensive evidence,

that it is extremeiy likeIy that human activities, eSPeCiaily

emISSiOnS Of areenhouse aases, are the dominant cause of

巣器thISS-te・yOuagreetOthePrivaeyPo音icyandltifmSOf　%嵩the

http:/Iwww.cnn.com/201 7I= /03/POlitics/t「ump-CIimate-Change-「ePO輔ndex.html



ReIated ArticIe: 500-year fIoods couId

Strike NYC every five years, Ciimate study

SayS

Reiated Article: Govemment report ca=s

On Trump to act on ciimate change

aitemative expIanation supported by the extent of the

ObservationaI evidence,” the report said,

Warmlng temPeratureS giobaily, riSing Sea IeveIs, mOre

frequent heat waves and increased numbers of forest fires are

evidence of the changing ciimate, the report stated,

The Climate Science Specjai Report is requirecl by federa=aw

and incIudes contributions from mu!tipie govemment

agencleS and non-gOVemment aCademic experts. The repo「t

IS a COmPOnent Of the Fourth Nationai Climate Assessment.

“丁he magnitude of cIimate change beyond the next few

decades w帥depend primariiy on the amount of greenhouse

gases (especia=y carbon dioxide) em皿ed g10ba=y,” the report

Said.

The巾ump administration has indicated muitipie times that

C=mate change is not one of its priorities. Trump has

PreVIOuSIy Iabeled cljmate change a ’一hoax.’’

In addition to the administration’s withdrawai from the Paris

agreement, the EFA did not inciude cIimate change in its

「ecent strategiC Pian, has moved to overtum the Iandmark

Ciean Power Pian, and has d「opped experts from advisory

Panels.

EPA Administrator Scott Pru虻has p「OPOSed organizing teams

to debate ciimate SCience,

But the White House said Friday it ”supports rigorous

SCient用C anaIysis and debate,’’

’’The cIlmate has changed and is always changing,’’

SPOkesman R争j Shah said in a statement. ’’ln the United

States, energy 「elated ca「bon dioxide emissions have been deciining, are eXPeCted to remain flat through 2040,

and wiIi aiso continue to decline as a share ofworld emissions〇一一

Photog「apher captures peop音e

ma“ By using this site, yOu agree tO the Privacy Poiicyand lt5「mS Of

Service,

皿p://www,Cm ,COm1201 7Il l /03/politics/trump-Ciimate-Change-rePOr聞ndex.html
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Scientists Fear Trump Will Dismiss Blunt
Climate Report
By LISAFRIEDMAN AUG. 7, 2O17

WASHINGTON - The average temperature in the United States has risen rapidly

and drastica11y since 1980, and recent decades have been the warmest of the past

l,50O yearS, aCCOrding to a sweeping federal climate change report awaiting approval

by the Trump administration.

The draft report by scientists from 13 federal agencies condudes that Americans

are feeling the e節ects of climate change right now. It directly contradicts claims by

President Trump and members of his cabinet who say that the human contribution

to climate change is uncertain, and that the ability to predict the e節ects is limited.

“Evidence for a changing climate abounds, from the top ofthe atmosphere to

the depths of the oceans,’’a draft ofthe report states. It was upIoaded to a nonprofit

intemet digital library in January but received little a廿ention until it was published

by The New York Times.

The authors note that thousands of studies, COnducted by tens ofthousands of

SCientists, have documented climate changes on land and in the air. “Many lines of

evidence demonstrate that human activities. esDeCia11v emissions of greenhouse

9
ARTIcLES REMAIN州G

https:〃www.nytimes・COm/201 7/08IO7/c=mate/CIimate-Change-d「astic-Wa「ming-trumP,htmI
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The report was completed this year and is a special science section of the

National Climate Assessment, Which is congressionally mandated every four years.

The National Academy of Sciences has signed off on the draft report, and the authors

are awaiting permission from the Trump administration to release it.

One scientist who worked on the repo巾, Katharine Hayhoe, a PrOfessor of

POlitical science at Texas Tech University, Called the conclusions among “the most

COmPrehensive climate science reports’’to be published. Another scientist involved

in the process’Who spoke to The New York Times on the condition of anonymity,

Said he and others were concemed that it would be suppressed.

The White House and the Environmental Protection Ageney did not immediately

retum calls or respond to emails requesting comment on Monday night.

The report concludes that even if humans immediately stopped emitting

greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, the world would still feel at least an

additional o.5O degrees Fahrenheit (O.3O degrees Celsius) of warming over this

Century COmPared with today. The pr句ected actual rise, SCientists say, Will be as

much as 2 degrees Celsius.

A small difference in global temperatures can make a big di紐∋renCe in the

Climate: The di節erence between a rise in global temperatures of l.5 degrees Celsius

and one of 2 degrees Celsius, for example, COuld mean longer heat waves, mOre

intense rainstorms and the faster disintegration of coral ree息

Among the more sign綿cant of the study’s findings is that it is possible to

a甘ribute some extreme weather to dimate change. The field known as “a冊ibution

SCience’’has advanced rapidly in response to increasing risks from dimate change.

The E.P.A. is one of 13 agenCies that must approve血e report byAug. 18. The

agency’s administrator, Sco壮Prui廿, has said he does not believe that ca心on dioxide

is a pnmary contributor to global warming.

“It’s a fraught situation,’’said Michael Oppenheimer, a PrOfessor of geoscience

and intemational a能Iirs at Princeton University who was not invoIved in the study.

“This is the first case in which an analysis of climate change ofthis scope has come

皿ps:〃www.nytimes.com/20 1 7/08/07/ciimate/ciimate-Change-drastic-Wa「ming-t田mP.htmI



up in the Trump administration, and scientists will be watching very carefully to see

how they handle it.”

Scientists say they fear that the Trump administration could change or suppress

the repo虹・ But those who challenge scien亜c data on human-CauSed dimate change

Say they are equally worried that the dra宜repo巾, aS Well as the larger National

Climate Assessment, will be publicly released.

The National Climate Assessment “seems to be on autopilot” because of a lack of

political direction’Said Myron Ebell, a Senior fellow at the Competitive EnterprlSe

Institute.

The report says significant advances have been made linking human influence to

individual extreme weather events since the last National Climate Assessment was

produced in 2O14. Still, it notes, CruCial uncertainties remain.

It cites the European heat wave of 2OO3 and the record heat in Australia in 2O13

as specific episodes where “relatively strong evidence’’showed that a man-made

factor contributed to the extreme weather.

In the United States, the authors write, the heat wave that broiled Texas in 2Oll

WaS mOre COmPlicated. That year was Texas, driest on record, and one study cited in

the report said local weather variability and La Ni缶a were the primary causes, with a

“relatively small” warmlng COntribution. Another study had concluded that climate

Change made extreme events 2O times more likely in Texas.

Based on those and other conflicting studies, the federal draf[ concludes that

there was a medium likelihood that climate change played a role in the Texas heat

WaVe. But it avoids assessmg Other individual weather events for their link to climate

Change. Genera11y, the report described linking recent major droughts in the United

States to human activity as “complicated,’’saying that wllile many droughts have

been long and severe’they have not been unprecedented in the earth’s hydrologic

natural variation.

Worldwide’the draf[ report finds it “extremely likely,, that more than half of the

global mean temperature increase since 1951 Can be linked to human in組uence.

皿ps:〃vwvw.nytimes.com/201 7/08107/cIimate/CIimate-Change-d「astic-Wa「ming-t田mP.htm I



In the United States, the report concludes with “very high’’con五dence that the

number and severity of cool nights have decreased since the 196os, While the

缶equency and severity ofwarm days have increased. Extreme cold waves, it says, are

less common since the 198os, While extreme heat waves are more common.

The study examines every comer of the United States and丘nds that all of it was

touched by climate change. The average annual temperature in the United States will

COntinue to rise, the authors write, making recent record-Se咄ng years “relatively

COmmOn’’in the near future. It prQjects increases of 5.O tO 7.5 degrees Fahrenheit

(2・8 to 4.8 degrees Celsius) by the late century, depending on the level of future

It says the average annual rainfall across the country has increased by about 4

PerCent Since the beginning ofthe 2Oth century. Parts of the West, Southwest and

Southeast are drying up’While the Southem Plains and the Midwest are ge咄ng

Wetter.

With a medium degree of con丘dence, the authors linked the contribution of

human-CauSed warming to rising temperatures over the Westem and Northem

United States. It found no direct link in the Southeast.

Additiona11y, the govemment scientists wTOte that surface, air and ground

temperatures in Alaska and the Arctic are nSmg at a frighteningly fast rate - twice

as fast as血e global average.

“It is very likely that the accelerated rate ofArctic warmmg will have a

Significant consequence for the United States due to accelerating land and sea ice

melting that is driving changes in the ocean including sea level rise threatening our

COaStal communities,” the report says.

Human activity, the report goes on to say, is a primary culprit.

The study does not make policy recommendations, but it notes that stabilizing

the global mean temperature increase to 2 degrees Celsius - What scientists have

referred to as the guardrail beyond which changes become catastrophic - wi11

require significant reductions in global levels of ca血on dioxide.

https:〃www.nytimes.comI201 7IO8107/ciimate/CIimate-Change-d「astic-Wa「ming-t田mP.htm l



Nearly 2OO nations agreed as part of the Paris accords to limit or cut fossil血el

emissions. If countries make good on those promises, the federal report says,血at

will be a key step toward keeping global warmmg at manageal)1e levels.

Mr. Trump announced this year that the United States would withdraw from the

Paris agreement, Saying the deal was bad for America.

CoγγeC轟0れ; A耽g霊場書9, 20重7

An article on Tuesday about a sweeping federal climate change report referred

incorrectly to the availability of the report. While it was not widely publicized, the repo轟

WaS uPIoaded by血e nonpro釦Intemet Archive in January; it was not first made public

by The New York Times.

CdγγeC轟0れ; A地g耽s亡霊5, 20重7

An ar宙cle Zast撮JeSdag αbol上t a S重JJeap玩gjをdeγaJ cJimate cha71ge γ印Oγt癌ss血ted

the pγQ角ssfoJlal cγede砧αZs QfK証haγ証e Hag九oe, uJ九o co庇rfb庇ed to軌e γ印Oγt.

S九e is α pγQfessor at Tt糊S ftch U証ueγSdy, nOt a gOUeγnme71t SCie砧st.

Fo11ow @NYTClimate on Twi廿er

A ve「sion of this articie appears in p「int on August 8, 2017, On Page AI ofthe New Ybrk edition with the

headiine: Ciimate Report Fu= of Wamings Awaits President.

◎ 2017 The New Yb「k Times Company

皿PS://www,nytimes.comI20 1 7/08IO7IciimateIciimate-Change-drastic-Wa「ming-t「umP.htmI
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How Bad of a Greenhouse Gas Is Metha皿e?

The global warmmg POtential of the gaseous fossil fuel may be consistently underestimated

By Gayathrl Vaidyanathan, C=mateWire on December 22, 2015



At present, nations report metnane emISSions in te「ms of C02 equIVaients, uSlng uW円UU aS the

conversion factor. This a。ows nations, SuCh as the United States, that use nat?胴l生殺o g〔me息缶T E ST

eIectricity to present a cieaner †aeade to the world than they have in rea=ty. Cねc施’@〃Stock

SAN FRANCISCO-Environmental advocates are trying to change how polieymakers

COnSider the dimate impacts of me血ane, a POtent greenhouse gas.

The change, if implemented, COuld make na血ral gas a less a批active option for

generating electricity in power plants.

At issue is血e global warming potential (GWP), a number that allows experts to

COmPare me血ane with its be壮er-knoun cousin, Ca血on dioxide. While CO2 PerSists in

the atmosphere for centuries, Or eVen millennia, me也ane warms血e planet on

SterOids for a decade or two before decaying to CO2.

Saatva Luxury Ma慣ress
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In血ose short decades, methane warms the planet by 86 times as much as CO2,

according to the Intengovemmental Pand on Climate Change.

But DOlicvmakers tvDically ignore me也ane’s warmmg POtential over 2O yeanS

LATEST

(GWP2O) when assembling a nation’s emissions inventory Instead, they stretch out

methane’s warmmg lmPaCtS OVer a Ce血ry, Which makes血e gas appear more benign

than it is, eXPertS Said. The lOO-year Warming poten丘al (GWPlOO) of methane is 34,

according to血e IPCC.

There is no scien軸c reason to prefer a lOO-year time horizon over a 2O-year宜me

horizon; the choice of GWPIOO is simply a ma壮er of convention.

The lOO-year GWP value underestimates血e gas’s negative impacts by almost five

times, Said Ilissa Ocko, a Climate scientist at the nonpro紐Environmental Defense

Fund. The quick warming in the short m皿Catalyzed by me血ane can a純血

environmental processes, Such as也e flowering of plants, She said at血e American

Geophysical Union meeting last week.

’’The short-1ived climate pollutants匝ke me血ane] that we emit from human activities

are basically contro11ing how fast the wammg OCCurS,’’she said. ’’This is because也ey

are very powerful at abso心ing radiation:’

「醸‾--‾‾‾‾ ○○‾‾



EDF洩減r粥掛るF雑踏蹴ists are calling on the United Na正ous and polieymakers to stop

reIying on GWPlOO. They would instead Iike experts to use GWP2O and GWPIOO aS a

SlaSneCI Palr.

SHARE LATEST

A push for quicker reductions

’’Just like if you were looking at blood pressure and血ere is only one number, and

you’d be like,一Where is血e o血er one?’’’Ocko said.

Ocko and her colleagues will soon publish a peer-reviewed study w池1也is message to

get血e scienti丘c community on board. Their hope is也is convention would be more

widely accepted among policymakers.

The e批)rt has gained urgeney since血e United States has become a large natural-gaS-

PrOducing nation. Its emissions ofmethane between 199O and 2O13 have fallen by 15

PerCent, aCCOrding to U.S. EPA,血ough some studies have suggested that methane

inventories may be faulty.

If the proposed nomenclature change is adopted by the United Natiens, wllich collects

greenhouse gas inventories from nations every year, it could change血e optics of血e

Climate change reductions nations are implemen宙ng, Said Bryce Payne, director of

SCience and technology at Gas Safety Inc., a COmPany that measures me血ane

emlSSIOnS.



ADVERTISEMENT

At present, nations report me血ane emissions in terms of CO2 equivalents, uSing

GWPIOO aS血e conversion factor. This alIows nations, SuCh as the United States,也at

use na亡ural gas to generate electricity to present a cleaner facade to血e world也an

they have in reality, he said.

Payne and two other scientists wrote a le壮er to the U.S. delegation at the United

Nations’climate change summit血is mon血suggesting也at血e United Nations

Framework Convention on Climate Change requlre nations to use a lO-year global

Warmmg POtential, Or GWPIO, in their emissions inventory. This would a1low quicker

Cuめs on me血ane, they wTOte.

’’E紐)rtS tO COntrOl me血ane emissions should be part of a broad e紐)rt tO reduce,

Preferably end, an血ropogenic [greenhouse gas] emissions at血e ea亜est possible

date;’he wrote.

R雀)γ読ted万o朋α壬mc油et扉γe演肌permissio?弓iom E肋iron肌e庇& E71eγgg

Pu班s扇ng, LLG硯皿’.ee7]elt,S. 71eち202-628-6500
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Plymouth Record Enterpnse '

Plymou血1eads the way to new energy fu血re

by Ma「cla枕)「nS Wn亡e血e au小0「

Ap州15,之010

PしYMOUTH - When the Caめon Coa雌tion’s Ctinate Change Resolution pessed voters approval at Town練ee糠のgS

ac「OSS New Hampshire in 2007, One Of the things it did was enoourage town officials to set up tocal advisory

Energy Commjttee§ tO Iook at way§ that communities could save energy in municipal buildings. 0ver 1 60 New

Hampshire towns and cities passed the l’eSOlution that spring, but it is fair to say that th唯far, nOne has been

more effective at producing 「esults than Ptymollth.

The Ptymouth Energy Committee Chajman Paul Phi博ps this week amounced that the town has 「eceiv(丸

notification that ft has been awa「ded ;230,000 of Energyどfficiency and Conservatfon BIock Grant (i托CBG)

PrO8ram fur¥ding by the Offjce of Energy Pしanning throu9h the U.S. Department of Energy. The funding w紺

enab(e Plymouth to conduct energy audjts of seven town buitdings, energy e術⊂iency up塁rades on four town

buildings, inc[uding an ambitious model十etrofit’’of the Water and Sewer Department Adm涌stγation buildjng,

and the installation of photo voltaic systems on 3 bll潤jngs, the Plymouth Elementary SdlOOl, the Pease Publjc

Libra「y and the Wate「 and Sewe「 District buflding.

The Office of Ene「gy Pla叩ing l・eCeived 270 grant app庇at ons totaling ;21 m購on of requests for the ;6.6

m冊on of available EECBG funding.

P11棚ps said that the Plymouth projects were well suited to fulfi11 sone of the Qbjectives of the grant because

they are expeeted to provide ample opportunity for pu七両c edlIcation oれhゆProf糾e publjc buildings. The Water

and Sewer Department bu棚ing m particular, a double modula「 structu「e similar to many area residences, Can

Serve aS a mOdel for the ene「gy and moれey SaVing pctentjal of ene「gy 「etro徹s, O職homes in the bcal a「ea. He

also noted that the tining of the Pease Pubticしibra「y expans千〇n prQje⊂t and the P¥ymc肌h Eiementa「y SchcIOl

renovations, aPPrOVed by voters at Town and District Meetings in Ma「⊂h, ProVided an exce11ent wjndow of

OPPOrtunity to mt〔考rate the renewable energy l岬grades into the des屯n_

Plymouth Select Boa「d has scheduled a pub=c hearing that is required by statute to accept the ’’unanti⊂jpated”

funds at the ne)ct regula「 meeting, Ap「iは6 at 6:30 p.m. in the Town Hall, afte「 which a ⊂Ont「aCt w相besigned.

The work will then go out to bid and is expected to begin this summer.

Plymouth has been unuslla11y ble§§ed w紬an extraordinary groしP Of exceptfonauy qualified individlIats

VO¥unteering to serve on the Energy Committee. The town is also we= posjtioned to take the teadership ro葛e in

modelin8 the potential fo「 sustainable ene「gy so山tions for New Hampshire beeause of an array of factors.

1nC‘udin塁the resou「ces of Plymouth State Jniverslty, With its track record fo「 completing ambitious cutting edge

(しeadership in Ene「gy Effjcient Design (LEED) projects, the presence of an innovative and dynamic grassroots

movement to promote energy efficiency in the Plymouth Area Renewable Ener雪y面tiative (PAREl〉, the

COmmunjty outreach efforts of the New Hampshire Elect鴫c Co-OP, headquarte「ed in Plymouth, and supportive

town and local elected officials.

In addition to Ph購ps, Ptymouth Energy Commtttee members inc山de Ray Gooney, Steve Whitman, Steve Kahl,

Bob Reats, 」ohn Mauchly, Tyler Durham, David Colbum. Brandon Mi"er and Madeline McElaney.

Vote「s at Town Meeting in Ptymouth once again this year reiterated their commitment to altemative ener‘gy by

approving warrant articles estab=shjng a more formatized Town Energy Commission to supersede the ad hoc

Iocal ener雪y committee and approving a wa「rant articte to estabしish a tax exenption on the iustallatfon of

「enewable ene「gy systems in Town.

Wlth the action at Town meeting this year, Ptymouth became the f庇t town to receive approval from voters for

the estabtishment of a mo「e fomalized Ene「gy CommisslOn under new state enab冊g legislation that came into

effect this past September. The Comm ssfon wilしoversee moneys from a newty establlShed mりni⊂jpal ene「gy

fund and will assist m adm涌steri鴫g「ant funding fo「 p「ojects in the Town of P(ymouth but wi" have not poticy-

makin望∂Uthority.

At the 「egular Select Board meeting this Monday面ght, Paul P帆tips presented the energy commf章tee’s
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互亜 将ew輯a珊pS批re,上㊤瀞nS証詑瀧灘a描

On the Agenda
By KATIE ZEZIMA MARCH 19, 2OO7

張A裟TL思聞1うN.斑., Ma雑魚ng - As硫ey de every M急場h a彊he tow潰rmee融g here,

residents debated and voted Thursday on items most local: wllether to ou鴨t the

town丘re truck with a new hose, buy a police cruiser and put a new drainpipe in the

town garage.

But here弧d in sch飲ds a;nd tow難転騰曲紫的gho融New臆測嬢職蕊芯e, betwee職

djscuss王ons about sc血00踊oards and{budge嘗S, reS王denモS are aiso considering a state

referendum on a global issue: Climate change.

Ofthe 234 incorporated cities and towns in New Hampshire, 18o are voting on

Whether to support a resol虹ion asking the federal govemment to address climate

壷稜粗野迅速馳南扇や妊eSe謹厳丸髄魂轟はS約℃韻e翻捨篭腿⑬V認ive ㊤粗㊧I電y軸ね筈造s.’’

The measure also calls for state residents to approve local solutions for combating

Climate change and for town selectmen to consider forming energy committees.

“This is an important issue to peopIe in New Hampshire; it’s an environmentaIIy

鏡舘d直積急転,沙露程軸垂軸r筆頭轟掲鍔S珊貼s捕縄鬼㊦灘波隼鏡敏昭鏡ま産室対もw

Hampshire o飴ce. “One of the driving factors here is the lack of federa1 1eadership on

血is issue, and it’s forced people to find a solution on the loca1 1evel.’’



While血e resolution is nonbinding, Organizers hope to use it to force

presidential candidates to address climate change during the New Hampshire

presidential primary.

“we’re t垂料te b露悪地温e賊触煎o繋o極res適色思繭a畠縄謙d鵡S疎eat we are

COnCemed about this in ]証tle pu岬IさNew Hampshfre,” sa主d Don M‘ardn, 61, a rear

estate agent in BristoI who helped collect signatures to put the initiative on the

agenda in his toⅧ, Where it passed by a wide margin. ``New Hampshire is fairly

middle-Of-the-rOad to conservative, and if we’re concemed about this,血en maybe

yo韻郵yS魂㊤轟娃欝y離愁説嘉妙紀細魚’’

As of Sunday, 134 tOⅦS had passed血e initiative; SOme had yet to hold their

meetings.

The New Hampshire Caめon Coalition, a bipartisan citizens group led by a

formeF Repub暁can s轍e se馳a O班張d鴇色fo即輔弼‡渦壷竣駐諒恥o鋼he st細De珊O併読c

Party, SPearheaded the initia轟ve to have cIima亡e change considered、 at town

meetings. The last time voters in New Hampshire focused on a global issue at such

meetings was in 1983, When more than lOO tOWnS aSked that the federal govemment

do something about acid rain, Which was polluting the state’s waterways・

Å五割亜種竜壷同軸限る㊦寵粗t租罷咽や租忠敬灘壷壷翻eS紺ぬe壷恥e菰狙gS, S壷d説的e

Norton, eXeCutive director of the New Hampshire Center for Public Policy Studies,

an independent state policy group, but “this is definitely a little more rare.’’

“It might be somewhat nomaI for a town to take on a nationaI initiative了Mr・

蝉0来0難Sa主星僻訣娃駐魂転闘志e to珊畠主搬亡島台s喜怒等.か

Here in Bartle壮, a tOWn Of about 2,2OO PeOPle in the White Mountains, the

measure passed almost unanimously at the Thursday meeting. Bardett’s interest is

both economical and environmentaす: best known for its ski areas, the town su締汀ed

転㊦馳1a転出、㊤雪等扱㊧約も館主畢窺r硯駐て旺温韮鵜筑張苑譜路も手、ぼ粗義母論説斑.

“we have a vested interest in climate change here. We like to ge亡snow,” said

Doug Garland, a tOWn Selectman who oⅦS a SnOWShoeing and cross-COuntry Skiing

area.



David P. Brown, a PrOfessor of climatoIogy and geography at血e University of

New Hampshire, Said也at也e state’s average winter temperatures had risen over血e

PaSt 3O yearS and血at snowfa11 had decreased. ``Every reputable climate model

Prqiects a continued warming for New England,” professor Broun said, “and I expect

也at trend to be mirrored in New Hampshire.”

While血e resolution has been supported widely, nOt all voters have approved of

it. Gene Chandler, a Selectman in Ba正Ie廿, Said he did not think national issues

Should be brought before town meetings.

Tom Naegeli, 74, Of Mont Vemon, VOted against血e measure in his town

meeting. It passed overv¥心elmingly. ``I just don’t think it should be in血e town

meeting at all,’’Mr. Naegeli said. ``I don’t see any evidence of global warming.’’

Barry Rabe, a PrOfessor of public policy at the University of Michigan who tracks

Iocal climate change initiatives, Said that CoIorado and Washington had passed

renewable energy standards by ballot initiative and血at Texas had held hearings on

theissue.

“To me New Hampshire is breaking a li咄e di節erent ground, uSing血e town

meeting approach,’’professor Rabe said, “Which isn’t a widely available operation.”

Mr. Ehrenberg, Of the Sierra C]ub, Said he and others hoped the votes would

Send a message that change could come from血e bo壮Om uP.

“Those bumper stickers you see,’’he said, “ `Think globa11y, aCt locally’- this is

really血e embodiment of血at.’’

A ve「Sion ofthis article appea「s in p「而on , On Page A8 0fthe New York edition with the headIine: ln New

HampshI「e, Towns Put C=mate on the Agenda.
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